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'the purpose of thia atudy ia to aaaelllble data on historic ai tes

believed to be of exceptiol'lal. value in COIIII!lelllorat:tng or illustrating
the history of Spanish exploration and settlement in the United States

and its possessions.

It was prepared by historians of the National

Park Service assigned to the National Survey of Historic Sites and
Buildings. They first performed library research to determine
which sites merited study, then evaluated the significance of the
sites thus chosen, and, finally, continued the study in the field by
visiting and inventorying each site.

The results of their effort

are set forth in this study.
Part I is a brief historical narrative of Spanish exploration
and settlement of North America.

It is not a searching analysis

or a definitive contribution to the history of this phase of America's
past.

Rather it is a synthesis of the works of acknowledged authori·

ities in the field, and is intended to set the historical stage for

I

I
I
•

the discusasion of sites.

Part II describes and evaluates sites

considered to be of outstanding importance, and notes incidentally
a number of other sites judged to be important but not of exceptional value. All sites evaluated in this study, as well as numerous
less significant sites, have also been treated on the standard inventory form of the National survey.
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This study is the result of a Joint effort by three historians
of the National Park Serviee:

Fr&llk B. Sarles of the Region One

Offiee at Riehmond, Virginia; Robert M. Utley of the Region Three
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico; and William
Four Office at San Francisco, California,

c.

Everhart of the Region

As coordinator of the

project, Mr. Utley wrote the historical narrative, the survey of
sites and buildings, and the discussion of individual sites in the
Southwest. Mr. Sarles and Mr. Everhart both reviewed the manu.
script and contributed information and statements of significance on
sites in their respective regions of the United States.

Other

members of the Regional Staffs, and the Branch of History of the
Washington Office, also reviewed the work and offered helpful comments.
Numerous organizations and individuals outside the National Park
Service have been of assistance in studying the sites that are
included in this theme.

Among them may be mentioned:

Mr. James Messer, Sr., Tallahassee, Florida; Mr. Walter A.
Coldwell, Assistant Director, Florida Park Service, Tallahassee;

I

Mr. C. H. Schaeffer, former Director

of the Florida Park Service,
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Tallahassee; Dr. Mark F. Boyd, Tallahassee; Mr. J, Carver Harris,

•

the Louisiana State Parks and Recreation Commission, Baton Rouge;

Business Manager of the St. Augustine Historical Society; Miss Bessie
Lewis, Pine Harbor, Georgia; Mr.

Mr. Waldo

s.

w. w.

Wells, Assistant Director of

Carrell, Pensacola Chamber of Commerce, Florida; Mr •
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c.

H. overman, Jr., Pensacola, Florida; Mr. JUstin Weddell, Pensacola,

Florida; Major General R. B. Luckey, Canmendant of the United States
Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island, South Carolina; and Mr.
Samuel Wilson, Jr., New Orleans, Louisiana.
Dr. H. Bailey Carroll, Editor of the Southwestern Historical
Quarterly, University of Texas, Austin; Dr. Rupert N. Richardson,
Department of History, Hardin-Simmons UniYersity, Abilene, Texas;
Mrs. Ethel

w.

Harris, custodian of San Jose Mission National Historic

Site, San Antonio, Texas; Dr. Frank D. Reeve, Editor of the New
Mexico Historical Review, Albuquerque; Miss Gertrude Hill and the
staff of the Library of the Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe; Dr.
Emil

w.

Haury and Dr. W. W. Wasley of the Arizona State Museum,

Tucson; Miss Eleanor Sloan, Secretary of the Arizona PioLeers Historical
Society, Tucson; Mr. Dennis McCarthy, Director of the Arizona State
Parks Board, Phoenix; Mrs. Alice B. Good, Director of Library and
Archives, Phoenix, Arizona; Mr. John o. Theobald, Phoenix, Arizona;
and Dr. A. R. Mortensen, Director of the Utah State Historical
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Society, Salt La.l;e City.
Historians Aubrey Neasham, Jack Dyson, and Glenn Price,
California Division of Beaches and Parks, Sacramento; Mr. Claude
Eva.nhamm, Director, Museum of Man, San Diego, California; Dr.
Donald Cutter, Department of History, University of Southern
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California; D:r. J!enJamin G1lbC!rt,
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of Histcnoy, San Jose

State College, San Joai, California; and Dr. Lawrence Kinnaird,
Depa.rtment of History,

Uni~t:Y

ctr California, Berkeley.
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A S'tlfiARI OF THE THEME

In the race for empire that began late in the fifteenth century,
Spain reached the New World first.

Prom her foothold in the Indies

Spanish eonquistadors and missionaries, seeking riches and unsaved
souls, plunged into the li!IL1nland wilderneu to the west, south,

and north of the Gulf of Mexico.

~

the late eighteenth century

they had spread Spanish rule over Central and South America and a
large portion of North America..

The heart of Spain' 11 new empire

1&1 in Mexico, Central and South America, and the islands of the
Caribbean. This study, however, deals mainly with the northern
fringes of this empire--those area.a of the present United States
that once belonged to Spain.

Roughly the southern tier of states,

from Florida to California., made up what Herbert E. Bolton called
the Spanish Borderlands.
The history of these borderlands falls into two distinct
phases, the first corresponding generally to the sixteenth century,

I

I
I

•

the second to the seventeenth and eighteenth.

In the firat phase,

during which Mexico and the Caribbean islands became firaly established as centers of Spanish civilization in America, the borderlands
constituted the great unknown, the land of the Fountain of Youth,
the Seven Cities of Cibola., and Gran Quivira.

. l

-

Lured by rumors of

~

great 41UUi!lez• C1d

I

~crt 'WMIJ:tb,

Splmi'Bh 11dventurers explored

t'irst the coastal. reg1nns Clli 1:beD the :lmierior of the borderlands.

I
I
I

AJ.thougb 1il!e;r "f'oomd l:tttl:e

~1.d

-and

nl:Ver, 'they

acquired knowledge

of the northern lands and added them to the Spanish Empire.

As

the sixteenth century drew to a close, the era of exploration
began to merge With the era of colonization. During this second
phase, the Spanish attempted to occupy and bold the borderlands.
Continued search for wealth and conversion of the natives furnished
importmrt

~oti:vu,

1l1lt tire

borderlands was defense.

l!rlJlcil&l justification for holding the
They were buffers intended to protect

Spain's central empire, srowing yearly in power and wealth, from
England, France, and Russia, her colonial rivals in the north, and
later from the infant United States.
By

1

the late eighteenth century, the decline of the Spanish

Empire in America bad begun.

Loss of the first borderlands por-

tended eventual col.ls.pse of the central empire, but, as with England
before her, Spain's central empire was lost through revolution,

I
I
I

-

not conquest.

Following the revolutions in Mexico and South America

early in the nineteenth century, Spain retained a foothold in the
Caribbean, but in the Spanish-American War of 1898 her last American
possession, Cuba, slipped from her grasp.
1. Xbis interpretation is expounded in Herbert E. Bolton,
"Defensive Spanish Expansion and the Signifi'r::ance of the Borderlands,"
Wider Horizons£! American History (New York, 1939), 55-106,
- 2 -
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The European Background
The siXteenth century opened on a Europe ripe for imperial
expansion.

In the fifteenth century the Middle Ages bad given way

to the Renaissance, with its intellectual awakening and its pro·
found political, economic, social, and religious changes.

The

travels of Franciscan friars, Crusaders, and adventurers like Marco
Polo had aroused Europe's interest in other lands, and commerce had
developed with the Near and Far East.
were long and beset by many hazards.

But the land routes of trade
Sea routes were needed, and

it is not surprising that Christopher Columbus and others had
boldly challenged current notions of geography and speculated on
the possibility of reaching the East by sailing west.
The Iberian peoples, perhaps in part because of their peninsular
location jutting from Europe into the Atlantic, led all Europe in
geographical consciousness and curiosity, and hence in discovery
and exploration.

•I
I

..

Portugal was the pioneer.

Under the patronage

and guidance of Prince Henry, Portugese captains between 1429 and
1460 explored two thousand miles of Africa's northwestern coast,
and laid the basis for further voyages that, by l48S, opened the
way to India around the southern tip of Africa.

They also added

to knowledge of the world's surface, improved navigational concepts
and equipment, and made great strides in ship design and construction •

• 3 •
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With Portugal's energies directed to the south, Spain fell heir

I'

to opportunities in the west (a division of intrest solidified in

1494 by the Papal Line of Demarcation). According to Ferdinand

I
I

Columbus, it was from Portugese successes that Christopher Columbus

•

first began to surmise that "if men could sail so far south, one
2
might also sail west and find lands in that direction."
He persuaded the Spanish sovereigns to support such a venture at an
opportune time in Spanish history.

In

1469 the union of the Houses

of Aragon and Castile through the marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella
had started Spain on a spectacular rise to power.

By 1516 these two

capable and far-seeing monarchs had driven the last of the Moors
from Spain, consolidated royal power and largely eliminated the
pretensions of lesser nobility, achwved territorial unity, made
important advances towards homogeneity of race and religion, and
lifted Spain to the ranl' of Europe's strongest power.

These

accomplishments had been well advanced by 1492, and, when Columbus
in that year planted the Castilian banner on the shores of the New

I
I
I

r
1
1

World, Spain stood ready to exploit the discovery.

2. Quoted in Edward P. Cheyney, The European Background of
American History, 1300-1000 {New York, 1904), 69.
--
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Expanding the American Frontier

I

During his first and second voyages, 1492-1495, Columbus

I
I

puerto Rico, St. Croix in the Virgin Islands, and Espafiola (Haiti).

I

World, Santo Domingo, was founded in 1495.

touched many islands of the West Indies.

Among them were Cuba,

On the latter, the first permanent European settlement in the New
Restless soldiers of

fortune, suddenly made idle by the victory over the Moors, poured
into Espanola to foster a new breed of men--the conquistadors who
for the next three hundred years were to push Spain's imperial
frontiers into the American Wilderness.

Using Espanola as a base,

they explored the mainland coast from Central America to the equator
seeking a navigable passage to the South Sea and I:1dia.
Failing in this quest, they next turned to the colonization
of the vrest Indian islands and the mainland.
de

Le~n,

In 1509 J"J.an Ponce

appointed governor of PUerto Rico, headed an expedition

that founded a colony at Caparra, which in 1521 was abandoned in

•I
I
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1

favor of San Juan.

Also in 1509 an expedition occupied Jamaica •

A number of settlements promptly grew up, and in 1517 Francisco de
Garay was named the first governor of the island.

Diego Velasquez

in 1511 landed in Cuba to besin the conquest of this largest of the
West Indian islands.

Within three years he had established five

colonies, including santiago de Cuba and Havana.

- 5-
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At the same time, Vasco Nwiez de Balboa had become the dominant

ll

figure in a struggling colony on the Gulf of Uraba, in modern Colombia.

I
I

He began a series of explorations that led to the discovery of the
Pacific Ocean in 1513.

To the north, in the same year, Ponce de

Leon sailed from Puerto Rico in search of the fabled island of
Bimini, but landed instead on a coast that he named Florida.

'I

He

sailed around the peninsula, but, far from finding wealth or the
magic fountain of youth, he encountered only hostile Indians and
soon turned back to Puerto Rico.
As these Spanish adventurers fanned out from Espanola, they
gained increasing knowledge of the geography of the New Horld.

A

significant contribution was made in 1519 by Alonso de Pineda, who
coasted the Gulf of Mexico from Florida to Vera Cruz.

He returned

to Jamaica with fantastic tales of riches that overshadowed a more
genuine achievement--a map of the entire Gulf Coast.

Although now

familiar with the Gulf shoreline, the Spaniards as yet knew little
of the interior.

I
I
I

l
l

The very :;ear of Pineda's voyage, however, Hernando

Cortes embarked on the conquest of Mexico and the founding of New
Spain.
Defying Governor Velasquez of Cuba, Cortes and his followers
landed on the Mexican mainland in February, 1519.

Burning his ships

behind him, he marched inland towards the city of Mexico, capital
of Montezuma's Aztec Empire.

Before the superior technology of the

- ()
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Europenas, the native town fell to the invaders and their Indian

I

allies.

Cortes seized the Aztec ruler and established himself in

I
I

Mexico City.

During his absence the following spring, however,

•

ling Mexico City.

the Aztecs rose in revolt and drove their oppressors from the city •

•

Undismayed, Cortes returned and launched a fleet on the lakes circA siege, followed by a combined attack on land

end water, brought the native rebellion to a close.

By the autumn

of 1521, the conquest of Mexico had been accomplished.
Mexico City now became the capital of New Spain and the center
of Spanish activity on the mainland.
available for the

t~ing,

The wealth of the Aztecs,

led other adventurers to seek the riches

that unexplored regions of the mainland seemed to promise.
Ce~tral

From

and south America came reports 1 later confirmed by discovery,

of precious metals 1 while from the north came reports of hostile
Indians blocking the paths of expansion.

During the next decade,

therefore, the frontier in New Spain turned west and south.

At the

same time, however, other explorers looked north from the Indies

I
I
I

at the land Ponce de Leon in 1513 had named Florida, a land that
included not only the present state of Florida, but also much of
the states of Georgia, South Carolina, Alabama 1 Mississippi, and
Louisiana.

- 7 -
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Exploration of Florida
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For over forty years conquistadors set out from the Indies to
search for gold in Florida. They found instead only vast reaches of
forest peopled by scattered tribes of Indians. Although they added
important new facts to the store of geographical knowledge, not until
1565 did they plant a colony that survived.

'I
Ponce de Leon himself tried again to colonize Florida in 1521.
But Indians broke up the settlement he founded somewhere on the west
coast, possibly near Tampa Bay, and wounded Ponce so severely that
he died shortly after reaching Cuba.
'
' a wealthy official of Espanola.
Next was Lucas Vasquez
de Ayllon,

In 1520 he had sponsored an expedition that sailed up the Atlantic
Coast, perhaps as far as Cape Fear.

It had returned with 150 native

slaves, one of vhom, nemed Francisco Chicora, Ayllon took to Spain.
Chicora related to the Spanish court wondrous fantasies of his

•

homeland-·Qf untold treasures in precious stones and metals and of
a giant race of men with tails like alligators.

I
I
I

r
1

I

So charmed was

Charles V that he awarded Ayllon the patent, vacated by the death of
Ponce de te6n, to settle the new lands.
With six vessels and five hundred colonists, including Dominican
friars to covert the savages, Ayllon in 1526 established the village
of San Miguel de Guadalupe at a site, still disputed among historians,
somewhere on the carolina or Virginia Coast.

- 8 -
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and illness deeimated the colony, and the settlers fell to quarreling
among themselves. During the winter, 150 eurvivors gave up and set
w

sail tor Espanola.

•

Although Allyon was lost at sea enroute, the

Majority safely reached their destination.
Another to inherit part or Ponce de Leon's realm ~as P&n!ilo de
Narvaez.

He planned to found a series of towns along the Gulf

Coast and use them as bases for raiding the Indians of the interior.
With four hundred colonists, he landed on the vest coast of Florida
in April, 1528. While exploring the surrounding country, Narv~z
learned of a native town called Apalache, where gold might be found
in abundance.

He promptly abandoned all thought of establishing

settlements and, sending the ships westward along the coast, struck
out in search of Apalache.

After two months of wandering, the

colonists reached their destination, a poor village of some forty
thatched huts believed to be near the present site of Tallahassee,
Florida.

Finding no gold, they turned back to the sea, but could

discover no trace of their ships.

I
I
I

.

Footsore, starving, harassed by

angry savages, and quarreling among themselves, the 242 survivors
fashioned crude vessels out of the scant materials at hand, and in
September, 1528, put out to sea.

Starvation and thirst reduced their

number, and at the mouth of the Mississippi River the current
scattered the boats.

One, bearing Narvaez, was lost at sea; the

remaining four foundered off the Texas Coast.

- 9 -

Eighty survivors of
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three vessels were east ashore together.

Although Indians adopted

these men, only fifteen lived through the winter.

And of these

only four, led by Cabeza de Vaca, were destined to reach civilize·
tion.

The story of their remarkable escape and its profound results,

however, belongs more properly to a later story •
To Ponce de Le6n, Ayll6n, and Narvaez, the land of Florida had
brought nothing but disappointment and, ultimately, death.

For a

decade after Narvaez's ill-fated venture, it was left to the undis·
turbed enjoyment of the Indians.

In 1537, however, Hernando de

Soto, who had won fame and fortune as Pizarro's chief lieutenant in
the conquest of Peru, obtained Narvaez's old grant to Florida.

At

the head of an impressively equipped army of six hundred men, he
landed on the west coast of the peninsula in the spring of 1539.
For almost four years the army wandered through the forests
searching for mythical riches.

From one village to another, the

expedition marched over portions of the present states of Florida,
Georgia, the Carolinas, Alabama, Tennessee, and Mississippi.

I
I
I

-

Reach-

ing the Mississippi River below the present city of Memphis, De Soto
in May, 1541, built boats and crossed into Arkansas.
At each native town the Spaniards suffered disappointment.
Occasionally they found a few imperfect pearls--enough to keep hope
from dying entirely.

At each town they enacted a familiar routine.

Posing as the "Child of the Sun," De Soto imprisoned the local chief
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May 8, 1541, they saw the Mississippi
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Spaniards struck out to continue the search.

•

broken, the Governor of Cuba and Adele.ntado of Florida "took to

and levied tribute in provisions and slaves.

At each town, also,

the Indians told or wealthy tribes dwelling farther on, and the

His army broken by hardship, disease, and hostile Indians, De Soto
returned to the Mississippi in the spring of 1543.

his pallet" and died of fever.

Here, his morale

So that the Indians might not

discover that he was mortal after all, De Soto' s followers weighted
his body and sank it in the great river that he had discovered.
Under Luis de Moscoso, the expedition set out to the southwest, hoping
to find their way overland to New Spain.

Marching perhaps as far as

East Texas, Moscoso despaired of reaching the Spanish outposts by
land and returned to the Mississippi.

Scarcely half of the original

six hundred remained alive, but they set to work
brigantines.

~uilding

seven

In these they floated down the river and, coasting

the Gulf, finally reached the Panuco River, near Vera Cruz, in
September, 1543.

I
I
I

...
1

l

1

De Soto and his men had failed in their search for

wealth, but the map of North America had profited immensely from
their explorations.
Four disasters in half as many decades should have convinced
the Spaniards that Florida offered nothing they sought.

But the

tales of wealth persisted, and in 1558 Philip II directed the Viceroy
of New Spain to organize another Florida venture.

- 11 -

In August, 1559,

'
f

l·

~

Don TristAn de Luna y Arellano established aAettlement on the Gulf

I
I

the interior, explored much of Alabama. · Torn·by dissension, the
'
~
colony vas on the point of collapse when Angel
de Villafane
arrived

I

the colony to the Carolina Coast, which Philip II bad ordered

Coast, probably at Pensacola Bay 1 3 and, -pursuing rumors of gold in

to replace Luna.

occupied.
~

Espanola.

,-

~

In the spring of l5ul Villafane attempted to move

But storms broke up the fleet and drove it back to
Another attempt to subjugate and colonize Florida had

failed.
The era of gold hunting in Florida had drawn to a close.
ther west, the story was similar.

Far-

The northern frontier of New

Spain had remained stationary for over a decade after the conquest
of Mexico, but inevitably the bars had lifted.

Here, too, the

Spanish failed to find wealth.

Exploration of the Southwest

•I
I

..

The first northward probes were by sea.

known through the exploration of FortUn Jimenez in 1533 and Francisco
de Ulloa in 1539-1540.

Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo undertook a more

3. Woodbury Lowery, The Spanish Settlements within the Present
Limits of the United States;-1513=1551 (New York, 1901), 358-59,
4'(3-"(5.--
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Lower California became
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DRAKE'S MY, California. Probably the site of Sir Francis Drake's landing in 1579, this
inlet was well known to Spanish explorers and navigators for over two centuries.
National Park Service photograph

•

•

'

•

I

•
I
I

ambitious voyage in 1542-1543. With two small ships, he sailed
north along the Pacii'ic Coast and discovered San Diego Bay.

Although

he died from an infected arm, his lieutenant, Bartolome Ferrelo,
pushed on as far as the forty-second parallel, where storms forced
him to turn back to Mexico.
Stimulas for the land advance came with the arrival in Mexico
City of Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca.

Treasurer of the Nar;faez exped-

ition, he and three companions, including a Negro slave, Estevanico,
were all that remained of the eighty men shipwrecked off the Texas
Coast in 1528.

Their wanderings among the Indians of Texas, first

as slaves, then as traders, and finally as medicine-men, form an
adventure story with few parallels.
one tribe after another.

For eight years they lived >!th

At last they made their way across Texas,

Chihuahua, and Sonora, and ultimately reached the S}anish outpost
at Culiacan.

They were the first known Europeans to enter the land

that is now Texas.
Cabeza de Vaca and his comrades had seen no riches during

i
I
I

r
1
1

their ordeal.

On the contrary, the natives with whom they came

into contact lived daily on the verge of starvation.

But the

Spaniards had heard of great cities farther to the north, where
precious metals, emeralds, and

tur~uoises

abounded.

Their stories

inflamed the imagination of New Spain, and everywhere people talked
of another Mexico and another Peru lying to the north.

- 13 -
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Among those inspired by Cabeza de Vaca•s story was Antonio de
Mendoza, Viceroy of New Spain.

He commissioned Fray Marcos de Niza

to journey north in search of the cities of which Cabeza de Vaca
had heard, and purchased the Negro, Estevanico, to act as guide.
With a large folloWing of Indians, Fray Marcos and Estevanico left
Culiacen in the spring of 1539.

The Negro went ahead.

If he had

good news to report, he was to send back a cross the size of his
hand; if the news were even better, he was to send back a larger
cross.

Soon, Indian messengers appeared with a cross the size of

,

a man and stories of seven great native cities, called Cibola, where
turquoises studded the doorways.

But when Estevanico reached the

first of the seven cities, one of the Zuni towns of western New
Mexico, the inhabitants killed him and sent his entourage flying
back to Fray Marcos in panic.

Shaken but undeterred, the friar

pushed on, hoping at least to glimpse Cibola at a distance,

From

a hill near the Zuni pueblo, Fray Marcos saw Cibola and judged it
to be"larger than the city of Mexico."

I
I
I

Spain With word that the new lands appeared to be "the best an<l

.
I

1
1

He returned promptly to New

¥

14

¥

'
•

I

largest of all those that have been discovered,"

4

Upon the return of Fray Marcos, New Spe.in went wild With

I
I

•

enthusiasm. Although his official report to the Viceroy was kept
secret, rumors of the wealthy Seven Cities of C1bola, encouraged no
doubt by the loquacious friar himself, swept through Spain and her
possessions. Conquistadors intrigued for leadership of the expedi·
tion to C~bola, while nobelemen and adventurers scrambled for lesser
positions with the army. To Francisco Vasquez de Coronado, Governor

of New Galicia, Viceroy Mendoza awarded the coveted post.

Coronado

organized a formidable army at Compostela in January, 1540. After
an impressive review by the Viceroy himself, the expedition, guided
by Fray Marcos, set forth for cibola a month later.

•I
I

..
J

1

4. Adolph Bandelier and Frederick w. Hodge, both eminent
scholars who have performed exhaustive research in contemporary documents and on t.~e ground, disagree on which Zuni town was the C{bola
of Estevancio and Fray Marcos. Bandelier argues for Kiakima, Hodge
for Hawikuh. Both towns are now in ruins. A. H. Bandelier,
Contributions to the History of the Southwestern United States, Papers
of the Archeologi'Ceil Instituteof America, Americe:il"Series, V
(Cambridge, 1909), 24-68; Frederick w. Hodge, The History of Hawikuh,
New Mexico (Los Angeles, 1937), 19-29. The weight of opinion now
~ors Hawikuh. Fray Marcos' veracity, also, has been an obJect of
contention among historians for almost a century. Some have concluded that he was an Ullllli.tigated liar, others that he spoke
truthfully but was a victim of the treasure psychosis that excited
the imagination of his contemporaries. See Bandelier, Contributions
to the History of the Southwestern United States; Carl Sauer, The
Road to C3bola \Berke-ley, i932); H.H:-Bancroft, History of AriZOna
and New MexicO (Sao Francisco, 1889); George J. Undreiner-;-"Fray
Marcos deNiza and his Journey to Cibola," The Americas, III (1947);
A. H. Schroeder, "Fray Marcos de Niza, Coroilado anJ. the Yavapai,"
New Mexico Historic&l Review, XXX and XXXI (1955-5~).
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FRANCISCO VASQUEZ DE CORONADO. From a painting at Tumacacori
National Monument.
National Park Service photograph

•
l

L
I

I
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I

Raving but vague knoWledge of the country to be conquered,
Mendoza hoped to supply Coronado's army from the sea.

For this

' with three ships up the Gulf
purpose he sent Hernando de Alarcon
of California.

Although the two expeditions never got together,

' explored the Lower Colorado River for two hundred miles
Alarcon
inland and took possession of the territory for His Most Catholic
Majesty.
Meanwhile, after an arduous march, Coronado at last reached

'
- village of Hawikub. 5 The Indians resisted, and
Cibola,
the Zuni
the Spaniards were forced to storm the pueblo.

Once in possession,

however, they were crestfallen to discover none of the riches they
bad so eagerly anticipated.

Such were the curses of the conquista-

dors that Fray Marcos found it expedient to return to New Spain
at the first opportunity.
From Cibola 1 Coronado sent out several expeditions to investigate the country.

•I
I

..

Don Pedro de Tovar went to the Hopi villages of

Arizona and returned with information that led Coronado to dispatch
Garcia Lopez de Cardenas to explore farther to the west.
journey, Cardenas discovered the Grand Canyon.

During his

A third detachment,

'
under Melchior Diaz,
explored the Lower Colorado River country while

5. A. F. Bandelier, "An outline of the Documentary History of
the Zuni Tribe," Journal of American Ethnolog:,' and Archeology, III
(1892), Ch. 2; Hodge, HistOry of"Hmh.ktili, 29-58:--
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engaged in an unsuccess:ful attempt to find Alarcon.

Still another

cOIIIIliSlld, led by Hernando de Alvarado, marched east to the Rio Grande,

I
I
I

north to Taos, and south to Pecos, on the fringe of the buffalo
6
plains, before returning to c1bola.
At Pecos, Alvarado bad found an Indian whom the Spaniards named
The Turk ••"because he looked like one." 7 He told of a veal thy city
called Quivira on the great plains to the east. After wintering on
the Rio Grande, the army set out for Quivira in the spring of 1541.
With them as guide went the Turk.

He led his captors far out on the

prairies and north into modern Kansas.

Quivira turned out to be a

collection of grass huts somewhere in central or
Kansas.

east-ce~tral

8 Enraged, the Spaniards murdered the Turk and dispiritedly

turned back to the Rio Grande.

His venture a total failure, Coronado

·~. Castaneda's chronicle, ~~i~ship translation, relates the dis·
covery of the Grand Canyon and describes Alvarado's journey to Taos
and Pecos. George p, Winship (trans.), The Coronado Expedition,
1540-1542, Bureau of American Ethnology, 14th Annual Report,
1892-93 (Washington, 1890), 489-92, 575· - -

I
I
I

•

7·

~-, 492.

8. As with so many Spanish sites, the location of Quivira has
been a subject of speculation and debate for many years. After
extensive research in the documents and excavation of Indian sites
in Kansas in the late 1930's, Waldo Wedel gave his opinion that
"Coronado's ent:·ada into the province of Quivira probably took place
in the present Rice-McPherson County locality" and that "while the
exact limits of Quivira in Kansas cannot now be set up, the heart
of the province lay north and east of the Arkansas and south of the
Smoky Hill. • .. " Waldo R. Wedel, Archeological Remains in Central
Kansas and their Possible Bearing on the Loca'cion of Quivira,
Smithsoni"l.ri1ITSc'. Call., 101, 7 (washington, 1942)-,22 •
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CORONADO NATIONAL MEMORIAL, Arizona.
valley east of Montezuma Pass.

........

Coronado entered -!;he present United States through this
National Park Service photograph

led his broken and rebellious army back to New Spain eB.l'l.y in 1542.

I

I
I

Re had found no gold, silver, or precious stones, but he and his
lieutenants had explored much of the present states of Arizona, New
Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas, and had laid the basis for
Spain's claim to the American Southwest.

I
The Beginnings of Colonization
Coronado's return from Quivira marked the end of an era.
Conquistadors from Ponce de Le6n to Coronado had exploded the myth
of untapped riches in the north.

The day of the treasurehunting

expeditions passed, and the Spanish frontier began a more methodical
and orderly advance.

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

several influences, working separately or in combination, drew the
frontier north from the Indies and Mexico City.

For one thing, the

lure of wealth had not entirely vanished, as the discovery of rich
silver mines in Zacatecas in 1545 demonstrated.

•I
I

..

Conversion of the

natives furnished another important motivation, and the missionaries
played a major role in advancing the frontier.
the principal reaeon for colonization.

In theory this was

The New Laws of 1542-1543,

designed to check the mass enslavement of natives under the encomienda
system, declared that the Crown's "chief intention and will has
always been and is the preservation and increase of the Indians,
and that they be instructed and taught in the matters of our holy

- 15 -
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Catholic faith, and be well treated as free persons and our vassals,
as they are." 9 Sound though the Crown's intent may have been in
theory, in reality almost every northward impulse of the frontier
came as a response to English, French, or Russian threats looming
somewhere along the Spanish borderlands of North America,

Through

the interplay of these forces, Spain in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries pushed the frontier of colonization into the lands explored
by her conquistadors in the sixteenth century.
As the frontier moved north, a standard pattern of colonization emerged.

It featured three institutions that stamped the

Spanish pioneering system with an individuality all its own--the
mission, the pueblo, and the presidio.

Hampered in her colonial

undertakings by a sparse population, Spain's aim was to people her
possessions with the aborigines who already lived in them.

The

Indians, therefore, had to be converted, civilized, and exploited.
In the vanguard of the frontier movement marched those charged with
this duty--Franciscan, Jesuit, or Dominican missionaires.

I
I
I

-

They

built missions that served the Church by Christianizing the frontier,
and the State by extending, holding, and civilizing the frontier.
The mission was more than a church.

It was also a great industrial

9· Quoted :in George P. Hammond, "Don Juo;.n de Onate and the
Founding of New Mexico," Ne•,, Mexico Historica:.. Review, I (1926),
291.
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and agricultural school, surrounded by :f'e.rming and grazing lands, and

including weaving roams, blacksmith shops, tanneries, warehouses,

I
I

:from the necessity of fixing the wild and roving tribes of the

I

north in one place in order that they might be converted, civilized,

and other productive agencies necessary for daily life,

The second

institution, the pueblo, was modelled after Spanish towns, and grew

and exploited.

Some distance from the pueblo and mission often

stood the third institution of colonization, the presidio, or
military garrison.

~

presidial detachment protected the mission-

aries and mission Indians from savages and foreigners, and,
incidentally, hunted down and returned any neophyte who became so
dissatisfied with his lot that he took to the hills.

Presidios

dotted the Spanish frontier from Santa Elena through San Antonio
and Tubac to

San

Francisco, and formed the nucleus of many thriv-

ing modern cities.

Where the treasure-seeker failed, then, the more

thorough advance of mission,

•I
I

..

and presidio succeeded in
10
asserting Spain's rule in her North American possessions.
~ueblo,

10. An excellent study of mission, presidio, and pueblo as
institutions may be found in Herbert E. Bolton, "The Mission as a
Frontier Institution in the Spanish~~erican Colonies," American
Historical Review, XXIII (~917), 42-61 •
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The Colonization of Florida

I
The first threat to produce a Spanish colony in the northern

I
I

borderlands arose in Florida.. Early in the sixteenth century, a.
great triangular struggle for empire that wa.s to last for two hundred years developed among England, France, and Spain.

I

It began

in the Caribbean, where English corsairs preyed on Spanish fleets
bound for Spain.

These ships used the Florida Straits and the

Gulf Stream. At one end of this seawa.y lay Puerto Rico, where the
Spanish began a series of massive fortifications.

At San Juan,

La Casa ~lanca was built in 1525, and La Fortaleza was finished in

1540, a year after the first defenses of Morro Castle were authorized. At the other end of the seaway lay the unprotected Florida
Coast.

Successive explorers had failed to find gold in Florida,

but in 1565 the King decided to colonize and fortify the coast as
a measure of security for the sea lanes.
This decision was based not only on a fear of English seadogs,
but also on a mounting threat of French imperial expansion from the

I
I
I

•

north.

In 1562 a group of French Huguenots under Jean Ribaut had

founded a colony at santa Elena (Port Royal), on the Carolina Coast.
Although the venture ended in disaster, Rene de Laudonn1ere, later
joined by Ribaut, had planted another Huguenot settlement even farther south in 1564.

Near the mouth of St. John's River, the French-

men bad built Fort Caroline, admirably situated to menace Spanish
shipping.
- 2l -
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To meet the French threat, Philip II in 1565 commissioned Don
Pedro Menendez de Aviles to conquer and settle Florida and to "kill
all those he might find in said Florida,"

Men(mdez faithfully carried

out his instructions.

Bay

Landing at Matanzas

in August 1 1565 he

:first founded the colony of St. Augustine, the first permanent
European settlement on the mainland of the United States, as a base
of operations.

He then led his army against the Huguenots.

Fort

Caroline was easily captured, for Ribeut and most of his men had
sailed out to attack St. Augustine, only to be shipwrecked in a
storm and cast ashore.

Menendez next turned south to capture the

remaining Frenchmen. About two hundred of them surrendered at the
southern end of Anastasia Island.

All but eight he put to the knife.

Two weeks later, another group of 150 Huguenots, including Ribaut,
surrendered, and met the same fete.

The lives of several musicians

,

he spared, Menendez wrote the King, "but Jean Ribaut end ell the
others I had put to the knife, understanding this to be advantageous
to the service of God."ll

I

The Spaniards next turned to the task of settlement.

They bad

already founded st. Augustine, and before the end of the year they

I
I

..

built the presidios of San Felipe at Santa Elena, San Pedro twenty

11. Quoted in Henry Folmer, Franco-Span~ab Riv~ in North
Ame:i."ico., 1524-1[63 (Glendale, 19531, 9q-;
--
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..
leagues north of St. Augustine, and San Mateo at the mouth of st.

I

John's River. 12 Other presidios were built south of St. Auguetine,

I
I

on the west coast of the peninsula, e.nd in the interior.
Jesuits established a network of missions, but so hostile were
the Indians that in 1570 they gave up the attempt and left Florida.

•

Franciscans had better success, especially after the founding of
Jamestown in 1607 stimulated official interest and encouragement
in extending the mission frontier northward.

By 1534 the Franciscans

had thirty friars in the field ministering to some 30,000 neophytes
at forty-four missions. Administered from St. Augustine, these
missions dotted the Atlantic and Gulf Seaboards, and the coastal
islands, from Alabama to Carolina, and had even begun to penetrate
the interior.

Throughout the seventeenth century, the Franciscans

found life precarious, and many won martyrdom at the hands of
savages who objected to Spanish Indian policy.

Despite the atti-

tude of the natives, however, the missionaries refused to abandon
the field.

•I
I

On the contrary, they stepped up their activities,

brought in additional friars, and built more missions.
While the Spo.nj.sh labored to control the Indians, the conflict
with England continued.

English corsairs, especially Sir Francis

12. These locations are all identified in "Memorial on Four
Forts of Florida presented to His Me.jesty by Captain Antonio de
Prado," Madrid, Nov. 1S, 1569, quoted in Verne E. Chatelain, The
Defenses of Spanish Florida, 15..05 to 1763 (Washington, l941),l31-32 E;.27""
- - --·
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Drake, stepped up their raias on Spanish commerce.

In ~595 Drake

attacked San Juan, Puerto Rico, and engaged the guns of E~ Morro
Three years later, the Earl of Cumber~and captured ~

itseU.

Morro, only to relinquish it when dysentery ravaged his command.
In Florida, the English menace to the north grew more sharply de~
fined vith the founding, in 1607, of the colony of Jsmesto;rn.

In

1653 English sett~ers moved into North Caro~ina, and in ~670 into
South Carolina..

The Spanish answer was to found more missions,

and to construct the great fortification of Casti~o de San Marcos
at St. Augustine.

The English were not deterred.

Aided by Indian

alliea, both sides began skirmishing on the Carolina. frontier.

A

similar thre&t locroed on the Alaba~ frontier, where English
traders began intriguing among the Indians. Faced also in this
area with the de.nger pooed b:- the Frenchmen La Salle and Ibervi~e,
the harassed Spaniards in 1698 established a. colony on Pensacola
Bay.

13
With the outbreak of the \>far of the Spanish Succession in

I

I
I

.

1702, the border warfare that had inflamed the Carolina frontier
gave way to f~-scale conflict in Florida.

EngUsh troops and

Indian allies raided Sp~nish missions in the interior, and attacked
13. WUlism E. Dunn, "The Occupation of Pensacola Bay, 1689-

~698," Florida. Historical Society, Quarterly, IV (1925), 3-14, 76-89 •
Chatelain,!!!:: Defenses of Spanish Flodda, 27, 76-79, 125 !:4, 157 !:l.
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St. Augustine itself.
de San Marcos.

They plundered the city and besieged Castillo

The siege lasted until a relief expedition from

Havana arrived and drove off the English forces.
struck the mission frontier.

The English next

In 17o4 a combined force of English

militia and Creek Indians swept through the Apalache country,
destroying thirteen towns and twelve Spanish missions.

The Spaniards

took the offensive in 1706, but their attempt to capture Charleston
ended in failure.

When the war finally came to a close in 1713,

Spain still held her Florida empire, and the Peace of Utrecht left
the borders unaltered.
Although the borders remained intact, the English had so badly
ravaged the Florida frontier that, at the close of the war, effective Spanish occupation was largely confined to St. Augustine and
Pensacola.

English

from the north and west, coupled with

presst~e

a series of reverces in Euro?e, gradually reduced the Florida empire
during the next half-century.
the colony of Georgia.

I
I
I
...

of Jenkin's Ear, a

In 1733, James Oglethorpe founded

Taking advantage of the outbreak of the War

Europe~n

conflict between England and Spain,

be attacked st. Augustine in 1740.

His siege caused great suffering,

but the Spanish held out until help arrived.
finally won Florida.

The English, haoever,

By the Peace of Paris, which in 1763 ended

the French and Indian War, Spain lost both East and West Florida to
England.
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Altho~gh

Florida prospered and the

new regime, English

r~e

po~tion

grew under the

was destined to be short-lived.

lly

the

Treaty of 1783, Which ended the American Revolution, Spain regained
her Florida possessions.

The English had been eliminated, but

Americans had taken their place.

It was but a question of time be-

fore Spain would again lose Florida.

The Founding of New Mexico
The international rivalr; that led to the occupation of Florida
in 15S5 produced similar

res~ts

farther west.

For fifty years

following Coronado's return from Quivira, the Spanish showed only
slight interest in New Mexico.

The expedition of Fray Augustin

Rodriguez and Francisco Chamuscado in 1581, and that of Antonio de
EspeJO the following year, covered much of the country Coronado bad
explored,

b~t

failed to divert attention from the mineral deposits

tl.at were drawing the frontier of New Spain steadily north from

I

I
I

•

Mexico City.

As in Florida, the real

stimul~s

that promoted occu-

pation came from the English.
In 15S5 Spaniards from Mexico succeeded in
Philippine Islands, and a

l~crative

conq~ering

the

trade sprang up between Manila

and Mexico City. The most practical return ro~te from Manila, dis,
covered by Andres de Urdaneta, lay on the Great Circle course that
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EL MORRO NATIONAL MONUMENT, New Mexico, Onate, de Vargas, and
other Spanish explorers carved their names on this rock.
National Park Service photograph
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took advantage of the Japan Current and westerly Winds to reach the
california Coast, which the galleons then followed south to Mexico.
!n 1579 the English privateer, Sir Francis Drake, raided Spanish
treasure ships on the Pacific Coast of the America$.

Not onlY did

he imperil the Manila trade, but he landed on the California Coast
just north of san Francisco Bay and took possession of the country
for England.

Moreover, Spain feared that he bad also found the

fabled Strait of Anian, for which her own explorers had been searching since the days of Columbus.

Following the destruction of the

Spanish Armada in 1588, King Philip determined to check the English
menace in the New World, and ordered the occupation of California
and New Mexico.
California first had to be explored

mor~

thoroughly,

Captains

of galleons returning from Manila therefore received instructions
to conduct more detailed examinations of the California Coast. One
'
,
~
such reconnaissance, led by Sebastian Rodriguez Cermeno in 1595,

I

I
I
•

landed at Drake's Bay. While there, a storm rose and wrecked the
14
galleon.
The loss of its valuable cargo prompted a decision to
14. Henry R. Wagner, Spanish Voye.ges to the Northwest Coast of
America in the Sixteez:rth Centilry{S~llFr-aiiCi'sco-;1929), 154-o7,
369-73. Thereiiia'i!:is-of whatwas almost certainly Cermeno'e wrecked
ship were discovered :!.n 1941 by an archeological expedition of the
Untvel·sity of California. See RobertNF. Heizer, "Archeological
Evidence of Sebasti!§.n Rodriguez Cermeno•s California Visit in 1595,"
California Historical society, Quarterly, XX (1941), 315-328.
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explore California fran Mexico rather than risk more galleons in
the dangerous undertaking.

For this purpose, Sebastian Vizca1no

I
I

Point Concepcion, Carmel, and Monterey Bay; but, like his predeces-

I

sors, missed the great harbor that lay behind the Golden Gate.

sailed up the coast as far as Drake's Bay in 1602-1S03.

He explored

and Damed San Diego, Santa Catalina Island, Santa Barbara Channel,

Vizca1no recommended that a settlement be established at Monterey
Bay, which he inaccurately described as "the best port that could
be desired. "15
Although Vizca~no was commissioned in 1503 to found a colony at
Monterey Bay, a new viceroy, who opposed the project, reached Mexico
City in time to prevent him from carrying out his instructions.
The English had not followed up Drake's claim to California, and
the danger from

t~at

direction had subsided accordingly.

Spaniards

continued to be active in Lower California, where pearl fisheries
beckoned, but Upper California lay neglected for a century and a
half.

I

I
I

.

Although the California venture failed, the project of colonizing New Mexico succeeded.

Applicants for leadership of the expedition

15. Viz::aino's diary in Bolton, Spe:nish Explora.tion in the
Southwest, 91. See e.lso Che.:·les E. Chapniail,-" SebastiE.D VizcainO:
Ex:plora-oicn of California," Southwestern Histo:;:-ical guarterly,

xx.rn (1920) •
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PIONEER EXPLORERS OF THE SOUTHWEST. Alvar Nu'iiez Cabeza de vaca was the first known European
to explore Texas. Juan Bautista de Anza blazed a trail from TUbac to California wtd planted
the colony of San Francisco. From paintings at TUmacacori National Monument.
National Park Service photographs
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bom~arded

the King and the Viceroy with petitions.

Before one could

be selected, two unlicensed expeditions entered New Mexico illegally.
The first, organized by Castano de Sosa in 1590, failed when soldiers
overtook the colonists and arrested their leader,

The second, under

Francisco Bonilla and Gutierrez de Humana in 1594 or 1596, perished
at the bands of

India.:~s

far out on the buffalo plains.

It rem,_".ined

to Don Juan de Onate, to whom the King awarded the coveted license,
to plant a permanent colony on the Rio Gracde.
With four hundred followers, Onate left Santa Barbara, in northern Mexico, in February, 1598.

Reaching the Rio Grande at El Paso,

he marched north to the mouth of the Chsrea River.

There, in August,
15
he founded the colony of San Juan, the first capital of New Mexico,

The pueblos submitted to his authority, and friars scattered about
to convert the :::noians.

Although Acoma, the "sl:y city" of western

New Mexico, rebelled at Sp~ish rule, Onate ruthlessly crushed

I

I
I
•

16. Hictorians disagree on the exact location of San Juan and
its successor, San Gabriel, which the capital was named in 1501.
Several cites, all near the mouth of the Chom~, have been advocated.
Conflicting inte.c:p::-e:tations are given in George P. Hammond, "Don
Juan de oue.te l'.u.i the Founcl.:tng of New Mexico," New ~exico Historical
Revi<'vr, I (1920), 318; Hecbert E. Bolton, SpnnishE.xpio:;:;:tio::> in the
So~"ohwest, l542-17':le> (Nev.' Jork, 1952), 203T"C. F: Colm-;-A Historyof New Neyico \Chicago, 1925), I, 175; A. F. Benc1.elie:::-, Finai Report
\Camb"ridge-;-i8S;2), Pt. 2, 59-~0; F. W. Hodge, ed., A .ffan-a'50c·k
Ame~.·:i.c<~' Ind:tan.s No:cth of l~.0Y.ico (V/I'l.sh:tngton, 1910): i?t.""2~!+43,
1007; e.iid~E.-Twi·Cctieu, Old Sante. Fe (Santa Fe, 1925), 17-18 •

cf--
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opposition and sacked the town.

While the settlers of San Juan

struggled to establish the colony, Onate and his lieutenants covered
much of the country explored by Coronado.

One journey, in 1601, took

them across the great plains as far as Quivira, possibly the same
native

p~ovince

that Coronado visited sixty years earlier.

But

~

the colonists bad becc.me discontented With Onate's leadership, and
the authorHies in Mexico City soon lost confidence in him.

In

1507 he resigned and a royal governor, Don Pedro de Peralta, arrived
to replace him.
Like Coronado, the pioneers of New Mexjco found no riches to
re,:ard their eff'or-:s, and they turned to farming a.nd stock-raising.
T·he first ye!l.!'S were hard, and succeeding years were not much easier.
The

Cro~,

nc·w that New Mexico had been secured, took little interest

in its far-flung province.

In

1~09

or

1~10,

the new governor

founded the villa of Santa Fe and moved the seat of government there.
It is still the

c~pitel

of New Mexico, and the second oldest city

in the United States.

I

The history of New Mexico through most of the seventeenth

I
I

century cent.er·ed on a bitter conflict between civil and ecclesiastical officials.

This feud precluded healthy political development,

and the province existed con3tantly on the verge of disintegration.
:But the mis!iione.:tres established themselves i:l most cf the pueblos
and reaped a harvest of souls.

In the process the Indians also
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Coronado's

Army

Storming Hawikuh, 1540

I

I
I

•

s lllJ

Anza' a Departure from Tubac, 1775

National Park Service photographs
Tumacacori National Monument

----.---

•

became well-acquainted With Spanish methods of exploitation.

They

grew increasingly discontented, and at last, in 1680, their pent-

I
I

the Indians rose in revolt, murdered their priests, and burned the

I

missions.

up resentment broke loose.

'
At Taos, Pecos, Acoma,
and other puebloa throughout New Mexico,

Killing any Spaniards they encountered, the natives con-

verged on Santa Fe.

The capital fell before the onslaught, and

the enraged Indiana attempted to stamp out all traces of white
civilization.

Over four hundred 8pauiards died in the uprising, and

'
the survivors, led by Governor Antonio de otermin,
retreated down
tl1e river to El Paso.

' attempted to
The follo'irl.ng year, otermin

recover the lest territory, but his
great

en~t~e

venture

~

army

fo~d

the task too

coll~peed.

Not until 1692 wc.s l'eco:::'l'.les'c, ags.l.n atten:pted,

In that year

Governor Don Diego de ve.t·cas led a strong army up the Rio Grande
s.nd 1

wi thou.t

f!r::.Og a shot, reoccupied Santa Fe temporarily.

At

•I

eech pueblo the Indinns submitted to Spanish arms without resistance

I

bloody battle they vere dr.j.ven out, and the adobe villa once more

-

and were forgiven
Indi~s,

t~eir

sins.

Tile folloWing year, however, the Tanos

who had settled in Santa Fe during the twelve years of

Spanish absence, re•;oUed w::.en ordered to vac.ate the city.

In a

bnceme tlle ca:plte.l of New Nexico,
lt soon

beca~e a~p~rent

that the

s~bmission

had also been more nominal th3n e.ctu'll..
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De Vargas therefore set out
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to chastise them as he had the Tanos, but only after six years of
hard fighting did he succeed in re-eate.bHshing unquestioned Spanish
authority throughout the province. Thereafter, New Mexico remained
under the rule of Spsin for over a century.
economically

dep~eseed,

it

co~tributed

Sparsely settled and

little to the mother country

and received even lees in return, Mainly, it endured as a borderland and a buffer against potential foreign intrusion from the north.
As Bandelier expree:sed it, "the New Mexican colony was an imperfect
lightning-rod for the more remunerr..tive s:pe.nish possessions in
Chih\lllhua and Coahttila. ,l7

~

and the

F~ench

Threat

For almoot a. ceatury after Onate's colonists founded San Juan,
the Sp:miards by-pazso<a. Texas enroute to New Mexico.

But as New

Mexico had been occll:;;>ied to counter English imperial Ell!lbi t:!.ons,
now Texas 'ms to be occupied to counter a genuine threat from France.

I

In January, 1685, Rene Robert Cavalier, Sieur de La Salle, landed a.
colony of Frenchnen on the Texas Coeat,

I
I

17.

On Lavaca Bay, an inlet

B!l.ll:ielier, "Documentary Biatory of the Zuni Tribe," 95 •

•
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SAN FRANCISCO DE LOS TEJAS MISSION, Texas.
first Spanish mission in East Texas.

....... - .

A replica stands on the approximate site of the
National Park Service photograph
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o:f' Matagorda. Bay, he built Fort St. Louis.

18

Alarmed by the specter

o:f' a great French empire &?reading over central North America and
Gep&ratt.ng Florida frr:-.m Mexi:::o (a specter that ultims.taly became a
reE>J.i ty), Spe.nish officials moved swiftly to meet the crisis.
In 1686, 1687, and aga.in in 1688, Alonso de Leon, who becl'.me
governor of Coahuila in 1687, led expeditions along the Texas Coast
in search of La Salle's colony,

With Father Damian Nassanet, a

Fra.'"lcisca::l missim:m.-y, he me.de a fourth journey in 1689 and. s•1cceed.ed
in locating Fort St. Louis.

It no longer threatened the Spaniards.

Disaster had befellcn the French cclcny, which had been crippled
by huao;er, dl.seaoe, and dissension, and fl.oEil.ly destroyed by Indians.
The Spanish fouu:i on.1.y dese1·ted ruins to mark the site of the settlement.
~:zvertheless, S:;?s.in dec::.a.ea to occupy Texss as a bulwark P.gainst

Fr!illce.

In 1590 De I,e6o ~d a contingent of soldie'Cs escorted Father

Mas sane·~ and f;;ur other mi os ion&ries into East Texas.

Among the

Tejas Indians of the Neches Ri'Ter Valley, they built the mi.aaions

I

I
I
•

of S_,n Frs.nc1sco de los 'l'ejas ~.nd Santisimo Nombre de Maria.

Eaat

18, Bolton almost certa.inly e5t,.'blishcd the sit.e of Fort St.
Louis in 1914, and it wes ~cavated by the Texas Memorial Museum in
1950. Tile a:t t•~ was probabJ.y also the first location of ·i;he SpMish
!!d.snicm of EE:p'.ri't'"- f::.s.nto cte zuS:tge e.nd the presidio of La Bahia..
Hcl•be:::t E. Bolten, "The i.ocaM.on of La Salle's Colony on the Gulf
of Mexico," M:l.~-s~!!ifp:!. Y.~:H.:l His{;£!:!.:~ ~~w, II (1915), 165-182 •
For s. repol't c::. -the e:.cco.veticn of tha E:ite, see ~~ ~i<;.~t1(,
XVII (1951), 79·
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Texas now became a province, with Domingo Teran as governor.

But

Father Massanet, fearing that soldiers would corrupt his Indians,
had opposed the founding of presidios to protect the missions.

The

French, moreover, had made no attempt to follow up the La Salle
beginning.

When the Indians turned hostile, therefore, the fathers

in 1693 abandoned the enterprise.

They burned the missions ena

hastened back to Coe.huila.
Not for two decades did the Spanish attempt to re-enter Texas.
During this period, the French established themselves on the Gulf
Coast and gre.dually extended their Louisiana frontier.

Spanish

colonial officials grew increasingly alarmed, but not until a
French trading expedition under Louia st. Denis crossed Texas to
Coahuila in 1714 were they moved to action.

1715

n~~ed

Domingo

R~on

to undertake the

A council of war in

:e-occ~pation

of Texas

and aoe.iened the mi6siona:·y field to Fathers Isidro Espinosa and
Antonio Margil.

The following year the expedition set forth.

In

the Nech8S River country, almost under the French guns at Natchi-

I
I
I
•

toches, the Spaniards raised six missions and the presidio of
Dolores.

Aa a way station between Coahuila and the isolated missions

of East Texas, the S~anish decided to plant a colony on the San
Antonio Rive~.

In 1718 Martin de ft~arcon carried out the decision.

T:le mission of San Antonio de Valero (later famous as the Alamo),
a presidio, end a toWll were founded.
city of san Antonio.
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In 1719 var broke out in Europe between France and Spain, and
the conf'lict quickly spread to the Louisiana-Texas frontier.

When

French troopg advanced from Natchitoches, the Spanish evacuated East
Texas without resistance and retreated to San Antonio. While the
fathers were waiting here for an opportunity to return to their abandoned missions, Father Margil built the mission of San Jose y San
Miguel de Aguayo, ultimately acclaimed the finest in New Spain.

The

Ma=quis de Aguayo, meanwhile, raised a strong army and in 1721 set
out to conquer the lost territory.

But the war had ended in Europe,

and Aguayo was permitted to enter East Texas peaceably.

He reoccupied

the six abandoned missions and the presidio of Dolores, and built
a new presidio, Los Adaes, near the French post at Natchitoches.
~exas

was now separa"ed from Coahuila and made an independent pro-

vince, with its capital at Los Adaea.

Once more, fpain's rule had

been fixed on Texas.
In contrast to New Mexico, Texas floruished for the next few
decC~des.

I

Around San Antonio, Los Adaes, and Bahia del Espii·i tu

Santo (Matagorda Bay), thriving centers of population developed.
A series of campaigns against the Apaches slowly pushed the frontier

I
I

•

northward.

Missions dotted Texas from the Rio Grande to the Red

River, and an attcm10t was even made to convert the Apaches.

To the

east, the border diepute bet;;·een Spain and France kept the frontier
in a state of constant uneasiness.

But while the soldiers at Los
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SAN LUIS DE LAS AMARILLAS PRESIDIO, Texas. A restoration marks the site, near Menard,
of the presidio that guarded San Saba Mission, where 18th century Franciscans failed
in their attempt to convert the Apaches.
National Park Service photograph
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Adaes and Natchitoches :;J.ared meoacinc;ly at :>ne another, Spain
solidified her rule over Texas.

The

Acqu.~.sition

of Louisiana

From the viewpoint of Spanish colonial officials, the TexasLouisiana border dispute reached an eminently satisfactorJ conclusion
in 1763.

The Seven Years War had finally ended,

Despite their dif-

ferences in America, Spain and France had been allied against England
on the battlefields of
Florida to

Engl~d,

EQ~ope.

By the Treaty of Paris Spain lost

and Louis XV, partially as compensation and

rcrtially to fore10tall the English, gave to his cousin, Charles III
of Spain, the Isle cf Orleans and all of Louisiana vrest of the
Mj.ssissippi.

The Texas-Louisiana border van1s:1ed as a line of dis-

pute, e.Ld Spain, no longer se<>ing need of tile expensive outposts of
East Te•:e.s, decided to abc.ndon them.

In 1773, ti:e colonists, much

against their w"ill, were forced to move to San Antonio.
Spa~n

I

did not get around to taking formal possession of Louisiana

until 1766, when Don Antonio de Ulloa and ninety soldiers arrived

I
I

at New

•

Sp!'..niards.

Orlea~s.

The new governor found himself in an untenable posi-

tion f'rom the firat, for the French res:t.dents 1 bitter over the transfer
of' their alleg!.a.nce to Spain, made no secret of their dislike of the
Finally, follow.:.ng i.ssuance of an order prohibiting trade

ldth Fre.nce, C.isconte:J.t erupted into open revolt and Ulloa and his
entourage in l'?ci8 were expelled from the province.
- 36 -
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Stung by the insult, Spain the fo:.lowing year sent a strong
military force back to Louisiana. To Don Alexander O'Reilly was entrusted the grim task of stamping out sedition end asserting Spanish
authority.

He ferreted out the leaders of the

With them mercilessly.
prison.

re~ellion

and dealt

Six were condemned to death; others went to

So thoroughly did he carry out his orders that he soon won

the sobri(!uet of "Bloody O'Reilly." After establishing Spanish rule,
however, O'Reilly, reflecting a general trend in Spanish colonial
policy, adopted a conciliatory attitude and inaucurated a benevolent
regime that permitted the French considerable participation in local
government.

In fact, the Spanish merely took over French institutions

and methods, thus deviating from the colonizing
ployed elsewhere.

tecr~iques

they em-

Hence, the frontier institutions of mission,

presidio, and pueblo never were introduced into Louisiana.
Under a succession of popular Spanish governors, Louisiana enjoyed
greater prosperity than ever before.

Operating throu&1 French insti-

tutions am<)llg the Indians, Spanish officials encouraced the fur trade

I

and attempted to raise a native barrier against the En.;lisl:.

I
I

culture flourished, and foreign trade, much of it illicit, gave the

•

colony a viable economy.

Agri-

The population steadily expanded, reaching

50,000 by the clr.s.a of the eighteenth century.
When the English colonies revolted, Spain saw an opportunity to
humble her old antagonist.

Spanish authorities at New Orleans fur-

nished arms and supplies to the rebelling colonists and permitted
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American guerrilla& to use Loui&iaoa a& a base for operations in
West Florida.

After Spain entered 4;b.e war in ·1779, Governor Bernardo

de Galvez led a &mall expedition up the Mississippi and captured the
English forts at Manche.c, Baton Rouge, and Natchez.

In 1780, he

commanded a larger force that seized Mobile and, the following year,
Pensacola, thus adding West Florida to Spanish Louisiana.
Spanish-America!l hannony turned out to be short-lived.
of' the English, the

£~iards

In place

now found azgressive American eXpan-

sionists perched on the Louisiana frontier, and correctly perceived
the new threat to be fe:r 1:1ore serious than the old,

As one counter-

measure, Spein closed the Mississippi to American commerce by denying
the right of deposit at New

Orle~~s.

The di&content thus produced

in the Ob:io end Mississippi Valleys not only confronted the new United
States Government w"i.th an explo£ive internal problem, but complicated
Spanish-A.nerican rela·UoJ:J.s i'or many years. Also at i·tsue was the
Yazoo

Str~?,

a

t~act

of territory lying between parallels 31 and

32° 28•, b~l\mded on the eset by the Chattahoochea River and on the

I

west by the Missis&ippi.

I
I

tion, both Spain and the

•

After a
Spain,

do:~:eu

Under the treaties that ended the RevoluU~ited

States claimed the Yazoo Strip.

yes.rs of diplomatic bickering and frontier intrigue,

he.rd-pre~s~d

in Europe and America, finally backed down.

By

the Treaty of Sun Lorenzo, or Pinckney's Treaty, Spain in 1795 relinquished her claim to the Yazoo Strip and opened the Uississippi
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to American commerce.

Despite these concessions, she was neverthe-

less to lose all of Louisiana to the Americans within a decade.

I
I
I

-~

The Occupation of California and Arizona
The stimulus that finally led to the colonization of California
came from Russia.

During the seventeenth century, the Russian

frontier had moved steadily across Siberia, end in the eighteenth
century it expanded into the Aleutian Islands and Ale.s?.a.

Russian

explorers, notable among whom was Vitus Bering, explored the coast
of North America; some sailed as far south as California.

By

1763

traders were working down the coast of the mainland in search of seal
and otter peltries. Although the threat was actually remote, royal
officials in Spain grew alarmed, and in 1767 instructed Jose de
Galvez,
Russia.

V~sitor-General

of New Spain, to investigate the danger from

G!llvez, who had long advocated the occupation of California,

seized the opportunity not only to investigate but also to found a

I

I
I
•

colony in the north.
He organized the enterprise in Lower California, which had an
extensive network of missions that provided a base of operations.
Two expeditions 11ere to set forth, one by land, the other by see..
The land party consisted of settlers led by Don Gaspar de
and Franciscan missionaries under Fray Jun!pero Serre..

Portol~

Two vessels

were to carry additional colonists and meet Portola and Serra at
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San Diego Bay.

]

Rivera y Moncada, Portola and Serra got under way in the spring of

I

finallj' arrived at san Diego late 1n June.

I

1769.

Preceded by an advance guard under Captain Fel"llando

Struggling over mountain end desert for seven weeks, they
The two ships had already

appeared, but their voyage had been a terrible ordeal.

Scurvy had

taken tre li vee of about half of the seamen and colonists, and the
rest were so weakened that they could scarcely take care of themselves.

Nevertheless, on July l Father Serra said mass, the assemblage

sang the Te Deum, and Portola ceremoniously took formal possession
of California for Spain.
On July 15 Father Serra founded the first mission in Upper
California, San Diego de Alcala.

Inducing the Indians to become

neophytes, however, proved far more difficult.
party

a~~ac~ed

In fact, a raiding

the mission on August 15, killing one Spaniard and

wounding three more,

Spanish gunpowder made the Indians more tract-

able, but failed to imbue them with a desire for conversion.

I

I
I

..

over a

yea~

For

the mission rolls recorded not a sin;le convert.

Meanwhile, Portola and sixty-two men had set out for Monterey
Bay

on July 14.

He found there no fine harbor such as described

by Vizca!no in 1602, and concluded that it must be farther north.
His search took him almost to Drs.l;e' s Bay, and led to the discovery,
at last, of San Francisco Be.y--"a very large and fine

~w.rbor,"

recorded

Portola's diarist, "such that not only all of the navy of our most
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Catholic Majesty but those of all Europe coUld take shelter in it ... l9
Returning to San Diego, Portola found the colony on the point
of starvation.

Just when ell hope seemed lost, however, a ship

sailed into the bay with provisions that saved the California venture from total ruin.

From the San Diego base, Portola and Serra

secured Spain's hold on California.

In June, 1770, they founded the

presidio of Mor.terey and the mission of San Carlos.

Reinforced by

more Franciscans, Father Serra in the next three years built the
missions of San Antonio de Padua, SBD Gabriel Arcwgel, and San Luis
Obispo de Tolasa.

Other missions were built in later years.

But

the California settlements, dependent as yet on supply ships from
Mexico, f.;,iled to prosper.

More colonists, especially women, were

needed, as well as livestock in sufficient quaotity to form the basis
for a

~;taole

economy.

The future of

Spani~h

ce.:;.iforn.;.a hinged largely

on the o:;c·rc.ng of a land route from !>ieXico.

:\

t_·~•

the cer.t':l.r".-

I

I
I
•

:_ to Califor·nia from the east coulcl now be bla,.ed, for in
;>:~.:.:.eding

the occ>;.pation of California the Spanish fron-

tier h1>C: :L·)·:ed northward into Pimer1a Alta, the country now comprising
northern Sc::1c.ra and southern Arizona.

Missions, presidios, and

pueblos do·:: ted this land of the U)!per Pima Indians.
Tr,e

.:ll&U l',;:-g-~ly

responsible for this

19. Herbert E. Bolton,

Fray~
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was a Jesuit

Crespi (Berkeley, 1927), p. 28.
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KINO ON THE TRAIL. Diorama at Tumacacori National Monument depicts a typical scene during
Father Kino's trave1s in Pimer1a Alta.
National Park Service photograph

•
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missionary 1 Fray Eusebio Francisco Kino.

A dedicated man with

boundless energy, Kinocame to Sonora in 1687.

From his headquarters

N

at the mission of Nuestra Senora de los Dolores, on the San Miguel
River of northern Sonora, he built a chain of missions that extended
as far north as San Xavier del Ba.c, near present Tucson.

Between

1687 and his death in 1711, Kino also explored and mapped much of the
country drained by the San Pedro, Santa Cruz, and Gila Rivers, and
it was he \Tho made !mown, once and for all, the geographical fact
that Lo1·re:..• Ce.lffornia •'Ss a peninsula and not an island.
After Kino's death in 1711, Spanish activity in Pimerla Alta
diminished.

The missions led a precarious existence because of

Apache dep1•eda c. ions, a:Jd m!l.Dy had to be abandoned.
Jesuits in
ern

l'i3~

fl'C'i.··~ier,

A group of German

had some success in pumping new life into the north-

or:C.

&

te1;1porary burst of activity followed the

dinc:>\rcv;; c.r· ~uver at Arizonac in 1736.

But not until the Pima

Revo:;.t of 1'171 ~j.rl. the fcrt1)nes of Pimeria Alta change for the better.
Tbe "-'c·r:'.:;j ;::g e?·1•' s'l..-l.ftly cr•1shed, and the Spaniards built the presidio

I

I
I

•

of

T1~b:.~

:-.::1 tha Santa Cruz River south of San Xavier del Ba.c.

After

the cJCl'v..l.<:don of the Jesuits by Charles III in 1707, Franciscans

,

move,'\ ir,+.o the abandon3d miRsionary field of Pilr.eria Alta, and under
the E>.ble be.•::.i"·~·~,hip of Frr.y Francisco Garces the missions flourished
as they had in Kino's day.

A settlement grew up at Tucson, and in

1Tf6 the -pres1.dio was moved from Tubac to Tucson.
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Between Pimerla Alta l&lld C&litornia the Span1ard.e were not long
1n opening

a land route ot camnunication.

In 1771 Father Garc~s,

seeking new mission sites, covered much of the Lower Colorado River
country.

Influenced largely by the diary of Garces, CSptain Juan

Bautista de Anza, commandant of tlle Tubac Presidio, secured permission to lead an expedition to California by land. With Garces
serving as guide and chaplain, Allza and thirty-four men left Tubac
on January 8, 1774. The party marched by way of Caborca and Sonoita,
crossed the Colorado River at the mouth of the Gila, and struck northwest to San Gabriel and Monterey.

On the return journey, Anza went

up the Gila and turned south to Tucson, thence to Tubac.

The expedi-

tion demonstrated that an overland route to California was indeed
fessible and, having met a cordial reception from the Yuma Indians,
that overland traffic would

~robably

encounter little apposition

from the natives.
Acza reported in person to the authorities in Mexico City and

I

I
I

..

won permitsion to lead a colonizing expedition to California. With
some 225 settlers recruited in Sinaloa and Sonora, he left Tubac a
second time on October 23, 1775·

He followed the route of his

return journey two years previously, but led his followers farther
north, to San Francisco Bay.

on this great harbor they founded a

presidio and the mission of San Francisco de As!s.
nings grew the modern city of San Francisco.
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LA PURISIMA CONCEPCION MISSION, California. This restoration vividly recreates the
total picture of mission life and institutions of Spanish California.
National Park Service photograph
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At the same time Anza was colonizing San Francisco Bay, other
Spaniards were attempting to open an overland trail from New Mexico
to Californ::.a.

In July, 1776, two Franciscan friars, Silvestro

Escalante and Atanasio

Domin~1ez,

hoping to reach Monterey.

left Santa Fe with a small party,

They journeyed northwest as far as Utah

Leke, but, faced With the approach of Winter, reluctantly abandoned
the project.

Fording the Colorado River at the "Crossing of the

Fathers," in Glen Canyon, ttey made their way back to Santa Fe.

The

route tl"aversed b:· the fathers became, in later years, a segment of
the Old Spanish Trail, which trappers and immigrants occasionally used
t-o :::-each Califo!'r.ia.
Despite the !act that the

coloni~ts

of California had been

recruited largely from impoverished elements of the Ncrth Mexican
population, the l"e'•

o~,;tpost

of Spanish Erlpire grew and prospered as

the eighteenth century drew to a close.

The number of missions

increased to eigLteen, and presidios such as Santa Barbara, founded

I

I
I
•

in 1782, dotted the coast from San Francisco to San Diego.

Monterey

becSJ:Je the cap5.tal of California in 1776, and two pueblos, Los Angeles
and San

Jos~,

were soon established.

In California, mission, presidio,

and pueblo evolved hand in hand to display perhaps the best example
of Spain's colonial system.

Remote from Mexico City, virtually un-

to•lched by outside influence, the Californians made the most of their
bounteous land and devised for themselves a life
~
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uni~ue

and almost

I

idyllic •. It was to be shattered by the Americs.ns, who in the very
year that Anza founded San Francisco had declared their independence

I
I

•

and risen against England.

The Collapse of Spain in America
B"J 1800 Spain had spent over three h1.Uldred years building an

impressive colonial edifice in the New World,

Her North American

empire now centered in Mexico and the Caribbean possessions.

The

northern borderlands of this en:pire stretched from the Atlantic to
the Pacific, and included Florida, Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico,
Pimeria Alta, and California.

The close of the eighteenth century

found the empire larger than it bad ever been.
l~boriously

But the castle so

constructed began to collapse in 1800.

The first to go was Louisiana.
had never profited the

motherl~d.

Though itself prosperous, it
Moreover, even after the

Pinckney Tree.ty of 1795 (seep. 38), the northern frontier of

I
I
I

Louisiana had led a turbulent existence.

American frontiersmen

talled of freeing the Mississippi from Spanish rule, and one filibuste~ing

disaster.

expedition

act~~lly

captured a Spanish fort before meeting

The British, again at war with Spain, also threatened

to descend the Mississippi and attack Louisiana.

Rather than have

it stolen by England or the United States, royal officials in Spain
quickly concluded to sell it to the t'irst prospective purc:lB.ser,
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National Park Service photograph
Tumacacori National Monument
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Napol.eon, his own empire growing with eaeb conquest, Spain found a
Willing custaner.

By

the Treaty of San Il.defonso 1 Spain in 1800

rel.inquished LoUisiana to France in return for certain European
concessions which Napoleon later repudiated.
To the Americans, however, the prospect of a strong France entrenched at the mouth of the Mississippi was far more odious than
a weak Spain in the same position.

Before Louisiana could even be

formal.ly turned over to France, therefore, President Thomas Jefferson had commissioners in Paris treating with Napoleon for the
purchase of Louisiana.

On April 30, 1803, the United States bought

Louisiana, with its vague or undefined boundaries, from France for
the sum of fifteen million dollars.

On November 30, Louisiana passed

from Spain to France 1 and twenty days later ceremonies \rere held in
the public

s~uare

United States.

I

I
I
•

t~e

Orle~ns

trausferring it from France to the

The dissolution of Spanish America had begun.

F~orida ~s

and agr.in

of New

the next possession to slip from Spain's grasp,

United States was the beneficiary.

The acquisition of

Louisiana onl.y whetted the appetite of American expansionists for
Florida.

They argued that the addition of Florida to the United

States would Wipe out the turbulent border, abolish smuggl.ing, provide ports on the Gulf, and, incidentally, create a whole new field
for land-hungry frontiersmen.

Large numbers of American settl.ers,

in fact, had already filtered into Florida,
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Madison in 1810 claimed that West Florida bad legally passed to the
United States With the Louisiana Purebsse, they revolted against
Spanish authority and requested annexation to the United States.
Spain, her energies absorbed by the Napoleonic Wars, could only
protest ineffectually.

Nevertheless, she hung on to Pensacola and

Mobile, and Madison dared not use force to make good his claim.
Frontier sentiment also championed the acquisition of East
Florida.

With the concurrence of the President, Governor George

Mathews of Georgia raised a volunteer army and, early in 1812,
marched into Florida.

Although he captured Fernandina and laid

siese to st. Augustine, he had to call for help from the regular
army, a request that Madison found it politically inexpedient to
grant.

He therefore had to recall the Georgian aroy.

With the outbreak of the War of 1812, the President commissioned
Gener~

Andrew

Jack~on

to rc1se a force of Tennessee militia and

capture Mobile, Pensacola, and St. Au,;ustine from England's European
ally, Spain.

I

I
I
•

Congress, however, refused to sanction the conquest of

Florida, and the plane were cancelled.

Although Congress reversed

itself a few months le.ter e.nd permitted General James Wilkinson to
occupy West Florida, the British landed at Pensacola in 1814 and
fz·om this base launched operations against American forces.
the war ended Spain still retained Florida.

Her hold was tenuous,

however, and the Americans were not to be long denied,
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vexing question was f1naJ Jy brought to a head when Andrew

Jackson, campaigning against Seminole Indians in 1818, entered

I
I

had her problems.

I

the Seminoles and, all factors considered, Florida did not seem

Spanish territory and seized Pensacola.

His action put the Adminis-

tration of James Monroe in an embarrassing position, but Spain, also,
She could not provide adequate troops to police

worth the cost of maintenance.
Quincy Adams and the

S~anish

In 1819 Secretary of State John

Minister in Washington, Don Luis de

Onis, concluded the Adams-onis

~eaty,which

was ratified in 1821.

Spain surrendered both East and West F'lorida to the United States in
return for American assumption of all outstanding damaee claims
against her.

She also relinquished her rights to the Oregon country.

This treaty fixed, at last, the southwestern border of the Louisiana
Purchase at the Snbine River, a provision that caused resentment
among g:>.·oups who were already eyeing Texas covetously.

With the

loss of Florida, the Sabine River also became the eastern limit of
Spain's American borderlands.

I

I
I
...

Like a row of dominoes, one after another of Spain's possessions
were toppling.

In the year that the Adams-Onis Treaty was ratified

the greatest blow of all fell, a blow that destroyed Spain's empire
in North
ment.

Ameri~a.

New Spain itself seethed with revolutionary fer-

As ear·ly as 1810 Fray Miguel Hidalgo y Costello had led an

e.bcrtive revolt e.ga.inat Spanish domination.
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1821, Augustin de Iturbide organized a successful revolution, and by
the Treaty of c6rdobaMexico gained her independence from Spain.

In

May, 1822, Iturbide entered Mexico City and was proclaimed Emperor
Augusttn I.

Thus, by one stroke, Spain lost all of Mexico and the

northern borderlands.

TexaG, New Mexico, Arizona, and California

passed at once from Spanish to Mexican rule.
From the viewpoint of the Americans, the change was for the
better.

Spain had followed a policy of militant isolationism.

As

Lieutenant Zebulon Pike atd the early Missouri traders had discovered, Americens who found their way to Seote. Fe were usually
imprisoned and often sent to

~lexico

in chains.

un•,fisely ente::-ed Texas met a similar fate.

Frontiersmen who

The new Mexican Govern-

ment, however, reversed this policy, and in fact encouraged commercial
intercourse over the
to Texan.

~anta

Fe Trail, as well as American immigration

But Mexico was not to hold the borderlands for long.

Too late did she perceive that migration of Americans to Texas

•I

would be in la::-e;e measure respcnsible for her loss not only of

I

straining ag1linst the TeY.at:l frontier.

-

Te.xtl.B but a.lso, ultimately, of New Mexico, Arizona, and California.
As in

Louioi~a

aud Florida, the Spanish in the early years of

the nineteenth centUXJ- had to contend with 1-.nd-huoGry Americans

occupation of

Spani~~

Taking advantage of the pre-

authorities with unsettled political conditions

in Mexico, a m"1!lber
..
of filibustering e::peditions, notably the.t of
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Philip Nolan in l8oo, entered Texas during the first two decades of
the century.

In each instance 1 Spanish troo;ps lllaDil.ged to destroy

or expel these bands of adventurers.

After the Mexican Revolution

of l82l,however, the Americans succeeded in accomplishing legally
what the filibusterers had failed to win illegally.

Believing that

the American threat to Texas could best be handled by liberal but
controlled immigration, the Mexican Government opened the border to
American settlers.

During the 1820's and early 1830's many groups

of colonists came to Texas.

Among the first to arrive, and later

to provide leadership for other settlers,

w~s

the colony of Moses

Austin and his sen Stephen.
The widely different social and political backgrounds of the
American colonists and their Mexican rulers led inevitably to friction, in turn agbravated by Mexico's convtction that the United
States Government, through the colonists, oms bent on making
trouble in hopes of acquiring Texas, either by purchase or by revo-

I

lution.

This friction took violent form in 1826 and again in 1832

before finally culminating in the Texas Revolution of 1835-36.

I
I

1835, and, following the Declare:.ticn of Independence on Harch 2,

•

effect became an independent republic •

Fighting broke out bet••een settlers and Mexican forces in October,

183S, and the decisive battle of San Jacinto on April 21, Texas in

Mexico had not

~itted

the independence of Texas, and American
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polities prevented its immediate annexation by the United States •
During the stormy years of the Texas Republic, it became a pawn on
the international chess board, for England and France also had
spedal interest in the future of the infant nation.

In 1845,

however, Congress finally adopted a joint resolution bringing Texas
into the Union as a state, and events moved swiftly towards a climax.

Early the following year President James K. Polk dispatched

an army under GeneraJ. Zachary Taylor to the Rio Grande, and Mexico
sent her own army to confront Taylor.

Tension mounted dangerously,

and in May, 1845, burst into open we~ when patrols from the two
&rmies clashed on the north bank of the Rio Grande,

During the

next year and a h'l.lf, while the armj.es of Taylor and General Winfield
Scott carried the war deep into Mexico, the United States laid the
foundntion for clA'iming New
peace

s~ttlement.

J.l~x).co

a-:od

Californ~a

as part of the

No so?ner had Congress declared war tr.an Colonel

Stephen Wattu Kearny received ).nstructions to assemble an army for
the conc:.uest of the

I

I
I
•

South~rest.

At the head of the Army of the West, Kearny, promoted on the
trail to brig:J<iier genAra.l, left Fort Leavenworth on June 30, 1846,
and marched over the Senta Fe Trail to the capital of New Mexico.
The Me1tican

~;c.thoritiet>

there failed to organize effective resis-

to.nce, and the 1\I:le;:-icsns entered Santa Fe on Aueust 18.

After

rais3.ng the Unitbd St.ates flag over the old Spanish Governor's
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Palace, KearQy installed a provisional government of New Mexico in
Santa Fe, and, with three hundred dragoons, set out for California.
But already California had been freed of Mexican rule.

The

native Californians themselves had become discontented with the
~ocal

governnental officials, a sentiment also held by the handful

of American settlers who had made their way to California during the
Mexican period.

At Sonoma, on June 14, 1846, the Americans rebelled

egainst the Mexican authorities.
John

c.

Fremont, a United States

Encouraged and aided by Captain
~·

officer exploring the West,

they carried the f'wr.ous Bco.r Flag about the countrj•side for several
deo.ys before news of the Mexican War reached California and ended
bloodl~ss

the rather

the United States

affair.

N~vy

soon

EJ..ements of the Pacific Sq_uadron of
a~peared

off the coast, and on July 7

Collllllodore John D. 3lo:.t raise<" the P.x.erican flag at
procls.!:r..:d
Both

I

I
t
•

Californ~.a.

Califorr.i~

~;or.terey

and

e.I!r..exed to the United States,

aud New Mexico now in fact belonged to the

Uui ted St!ltes.

For..ro.l :possension only awaited the end of hostili·

ties in Mexico.

After the ce.:pture of Hexico City by Scott's army,

Americe.!l and

Mexict..:~

pe..,.ce colllJ:lissioners met at Guadalupe Hidalgo

early in 1848 to work out a P'=a.ce settlement.

By the terms of the

treaty signed on February 2, Mexico surrendered California, New
Me<:ico, and Al·izcna nvrth of the Gila, and agreed to the Rio Gr!l.llde
as the

southe~n

border of Texas.
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Discovery of gold in California in 1848 brought a massive migration over mountain and desert to the Pacific,

The United States

quickly saw the need i'or transcontinental routes oi' travel and com-

I

munication, and discovered that the only practical southern route

I

had been retained by Mexico under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,

l~

across the country below the Gila River.

This tract of land

and President Franklin Pierce in 1853 dispatched James Gadsden to
Mexico City to negotiate for the purchase of the territory.

By

the

terms of the Gadsden PUrchase, the United States bought a triangle
of land south of the Gila for ten million dollars.

The Spanish Heritage
The Gadeden Purchase rounded out the
the Unj.ted States.
once va&t

M~xico

borter~ands

I
I

•

boundaries of

had lost the last tiny portion of the

that, under Spain, had spanned the continent

from Florida to California.

I

cont~n~~t~l

Spain herself still clung tenaciously

to her island possessions in the Caribbean, but from these, too,
she was to be
Altho~•

e)~elled

by the close of the century,

ultimately driven from the Western Hemisphere, Spain

left a deep and enduring imprint on two continents.

A true eval-

uation of her role in the colonization of the New World and her
contribution to civilization in the Western Hemisphere, however,
must emphasize the distinction between the heart of the
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Empire and the borderlands.
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I

The heart

l.&y

between the Rio Grande

and Buenos Aires, the borderlands along the southern fringe of
what is now the United States. As Bolton has pointed out, Americans
ter.d to jud.:;e Spain's colonial accomplish!llents by her record 1n
the borderlands.

They have overlooked the fact that Spain effec-

tively colonized the Indies, Mexico, Central America, and

l~ge

segments of South America; that she retained these colonies long
after her leading colonial rivals had lost their colonies in the
north; and that her achievements, by almost any index of civilization, ranked With those of the other colonial powers.

South of

the Rio Grande today Spanish language and institutions understandably predominate,
In the northern borderlands, With which this study is mainly
concerned, the Spanish contribution,
strikingly apparent.

whil~ signifi~ant,

is

n~so

In the siXteenth century Spaniards were

interested in the borderlands primarily for the hope of wealth they
held forth.

I

I
I

..

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Spain

relie1 on the borderlands as baffers against foreign intrusion from
the north.

The northern colonies hence were on the frontier, and

the re!'inements of civilization did not appear.
Nevertheleos, the Spanish heritage in the present United States
is noto.ble.

'l'he nc.mes of many mountains, rivers, touns, cities,

counties, and

state~

came from Spanish explorers, missionaries, or

I

I
I
I

colonists,
Spain.

our language and our literature have been enriched by

Fran Florida to California, architecture reveals Spanish

influence.

From Iberian cattle sprang what a recent historian

termed "the greatest cattle empire in world history, one still
flourishing from the Argentine :p!llllpa to the plains of Wyoming. "

20

In the southwestern United States, the Spanish impact is
especially conspicuous.

"The Southwest," wrote Bolton, "is as

Spanish in color and historical

bac~round

as New England is

Puritan, as New York is Dutch, or as New Orleans is French."
If anything, it is more so.
by Spanish place n..'l!nes.

The map of this region is dominated

Towns and cities contain Spanish que.rters

where Spanish customs and language prevail.
S~anish

21

Countless words of

origin are used daily in print and speech.

Social, econ-

omic, religious, and lagal cuatoms of the Southwest still beer
the ste.n:p of Spe.in.

E·:en the culture of the pueblo Indian groups

has been shapGd by the Spanish, for from them the Indians obtained

I

I
I

-

------

horses, guns, cattle, European crops, and some religious beliefs.
Spain lost her last bit of soil Within the present boundaries
of the United States in 1821, but on ever-y hand her

contrib;.~tion

20. Charles J. Bishko, "The Pe:linsular Back:;round of Latin
Ameri::o.n Cattle Ranching," Ris:panic ft.m;!~ Historical Review,
JC:XII (1952), 491-515.

21. Herbert E. Bolton, The Snenisl1 Borderlands (New Haven,
- ----- ::.:=:.::==
1921)' x.
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Not the least of this

contribution lies in the rich historical background with which Spain
endowed American history, for her role in the discovery, exploration,
sod settlement of North America was both dramatic and significant.

Underlining this conclusion is the multiplicity of historic sites
that today, particularly in the Southwest, California, and Florida,
illustrate the Spanish colonial theme of PJner~can historJ.

I

I
I
•
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Alllid the vast collection of publisbed

~terature

on Spanish ex-

ploration and settlement, only a few works present an overall survey
of the topic.

A true understanding end appreciation of Spain's role

in colonizing the New World can be gained only by studying a mass of

I

monographs, books, and original narratives dealing With particular
expeditions and With regional colonizing movements.

For the south-

eastern United States, the works of Verne E. Chatelain, William E.

Dunn, J. G. Johnson, Herbert I. Priestley, Jemes A. Robertson, and
John R. Swanton are especially useful. For the Southwest and
C?.lifornia, the works of Herbert E. Bolton, most prolific of all
historians of Spain in America, are indispensible.

Also of value

are wri tinge of Adolph Bandelier 1 H..<bert H. Bancroft, John W. Caughey,
Carlos Castaneda, Ch&rles E. Chapman, Charles
Hammond, Agapito Rey, Francis

v.

w.

Hackett, George

Scholes, end Henry R. Wagner.

w.
The

brief select bibliography that follows includes a few of the more

I

general surveys of Spanish exyloration and settlement.

I
I

Bolton, Herbert E. The S~,nish Borderlands: A Chronicle of Old
F~.orida and the-Son{f;:;re"st.' VoJ.. Y.xihii of cn::-oniCies of- America,
ed. by AUenJohiisoii:--"N.;-w Ra,en, 1921.

-

Brief snd interestingly written S\lrVey of exploration and coloni·~c:tion in the nor~~hern borderlands. Bolton skilfully develops
the totul picture of s-.,e.in in Amc:!rica by showing the ralationsllip between exploring e.nd coloaizin;; vcontures in the varb•Js
portions of the bcrderlauds.
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Bolton, Herbert E. ~Horizons ~ Alneriean History,
Centur, Historical Ess~Js. New York, 1939.

Appleman-

Reprint of four essays by Bolton that offered new interpretation and emphasis to Spanish colonial achievements. They are:
"The Epic of Greater America," "Defensive Spanish E:xpansion
and the Si,;nificance of the Borderlands," "The Mission as a
Frontier Institution in Spe.nish-Ainerican Colonies," and "The
Black Robes of New Spain."
Bolton, Herbert E., and Marshall, Thomas M. The Colonization of
North America., 1492-1783. New York, 1922.""
Text book presentation that covers in detail the period of exploration and settlement in American history. It treats
English and French, as well as Spanish, colonial efforts,
thus showing the relation of Spanish to French and English
colonial movements.
Bourne, Edward G. Spain in America, 1540-1580.
American Nation series, ed. by A. B. Hart.

Vol. III of The
New York, 1904.

Early discoveries of Spanish explorers form the subject of
the first part of this book, early Spanish colonial policy
and administration the second. These sepa.ra~e but related
topics are presented in a clear, readable, and scholarly
manner.
Cheyney, Edward P. European Background of American History,
1300-1600. Vol. I of American Nation Series, ed. by A. B.
Hart. New York, 1904.
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A standard study of European political, economic, social,
and religious conditions that produced and sustained the
discovery and exploration of the New World.
Folmer, Henry. Franco-Spanish Rivalry in North America, 1524-1763.
Glendale, 1953.
-The story of Spanish and French activity in North America is
told from the standpoint of commercial and colonial rivalry
between these two imperial nations. Despite some errors of
fact, this book provides a good account of the two-hundredyear struggle for empire between Spain and France.
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Hering, Clarence H.

~

senish Empire~ America.

New York, 1947 •

C~rehensive treatment of the Spanish colonial effort in the
New World, with emphasis upon the complex administrative apparatus by which Spain ruled her colonies. This volume deals with
the entire empire in North America, not merely with the northern
borderlands.

Hodge, Frederick Webb, ed, A Handbook of American Indians North of
Mexico. 2 v., Wa.shington, 1910. -Primsrily an anthropological source book, the Handbook nevertmless contains extremely useful information on Spanish association
with various tribes, villages, and Indian leaders.
Kirkpatrick, F. A. The Spanish Conquistadors,
ed, by V. T. Harlow s.nd J. A. W.~.llia.t::son.

- -

---r-;"'1--

The Pioneer Histories,
London, 1934.

Scholarly and well-presented chronicle of the period of Spanish
conquest that ended about 1550.
Lov;ecy, Woodbury. The Spani,;h Settlements Within the Present Limi t!l
.£!the U::litcd sta_~, 15l'::r5b:i:-irew YOrk, 19·Jl.
history of Spanish exploration and attempted
settleme:lt cf the northern borderlands during ke first half
of the sixteenth century. Acco~t8 of the ceocraphy and native
inhabitants of North America, of contemporary conditions in
Sp~in, and of the colonization of the West Indies make the
a;.scussion more meauingt'ul.
Compre~ensive

Merriam, Roger B. The Rise of the Spanish Empire in the Old World
~ _!!! the New:--4--;;:-; New York, 1918-1934. - - -
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Monumental history of Spain e>,t home s.nd abroad from the Middle
Ages through the reign of Philip II.
Newton, Arthur p, The Etll:'O::;!ea.n Natior:>.s in the Wef\t Indies, li+93·
1688. The Pioneer ifu"to~s-;-·ecr:-'byv.T. Harlow8.t.ct J.-;:::W:ITlia:n..;on. LO.:ldon, 1933.

..

rese.3rch in origir:al sources, tbis volceutur~es of European colonial
p<Y.~ers t.o destroy Spain's territorial, commercial, and maritime
monopoly in the Nev \vorld.
r:·-:.~n::t

of

~:dlauetive

ume det.aHs the struggle over two
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Priestley, Herbert I. The Coming of the White Man, 1~92-1848.
Vol. I of History of American~re-series, ed. by A. M.
Schlesinger and D. R. Fox. New York, 1929.

A standard survey of Spanish exploration and settlement. Over
half of this book is devoted to the Spanish empire, the remainder to French and Dutch.
Winsor, Justin. Narrative and Critical History of America.
Boston, 1889.
-

8 v.,

The chapters on Spanish America in Winsor's comprehensive,
exhuastively documented, profusely illustrated history of
America are still of great value.
Zavala, Silvio. ~ VieW)?Oints ~
America. Philadelphia, 1943.

~

Spanish Colonizat:lon

.£!

Translation of ten lectures that present new interpretations
of the ~hiloEophy and legality of Spanish-Indian relatiocs
in the New World.

I

J
I
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Part II
~

OF·l!IS'MUC SITES AND BUILDINGS

The regions of the United States that once made up the Spanish
borderlands are dotted with historic sites that recall the era of
Spanish exploration and settlement.

Some of the exploring expedi-

tions and most of the colonizing ventures are represented by historic
sites or buildings, although the geographical distribution of sites
that offer visible remains is uneven.
California,

In the South\fest and

numerous and often impressive eAemples of Spanish hand-

iwork have survived.

Climate, s-parsity of population, continuous

use, durabi!ity of structures, and perhaps a deeper awareness of the
Spanish heritage have combined to preserve, for example, the dozens
of Spanish missions that stretch from san Antonio to San Francisco.
The Southeast, however, presents a sharp contrast.

Although

historic sites are abundant, tangible evidences of Spanish occupation are confined, with rare exceptions, to Florida and the islands

I

I
I
•

of the Caribbean.

South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi

have almost no structures to recall Spanish activity in those states.
Beyond the limits of New Orleans, Louisiana can point only to the
site of the Los Adaes Presidio as an outstanding illustration of its
Spanish interlude.

Underlining the scarcity of visible remains in

the Southeast is the multiplicity of "lost sites." Knowledge of the
precise locations of such sites as the landing place of Columbus in
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Puerto Ri<:o and most of the Georgia mission chain, for instan<:e, has

I

been lost.

I
I

illustrate the history of the mission frontier.

I

or reconstruction, still serve as Catholic parish churches.

The most numerous and outstanding remains of the Spanish period
Many

mission churches,

although usually somewhat altered in architectural detail by repair
Four

missions in San Antonio, Texas; San Miguel at Santa Fe, New Mexico;
San Xavier del :Bac at Tucson, Arizona; and San Miguel and Santa
Barbara, California, are a few that fall into this category.
ruins of some missions, long since
stabilized and
Abo, Qua.rai,

p~eserved

G~an

abe~dcned,

The

have been carefully

by federal or state agencies.

Quivira, and Pecos, all in New Mexico.

Examples are
Finally,

several missions, such as Espiritu Santo in Texas a~d Purisima Concepcion in California, have been reetored on the original foundations,
and viv:t.dly recreate not only the mission cl:urch but t:1e entire
mission complex.

•
'I
-

other types of Spanish
well represented.

a~cbitecture,

unfortunately, are not as

Spanish coe.stal fortifications are preserved in

such structu- es as Castillo de San Marcos, Florida, and the defenses
of San Juan in Puerto Rico.
bas largely

dina.pp~e.red.

:But the less elaborate frontier presidio

The chapel and crumbling compound walls of

the presidio of La Bahia in Texas; the restored pcrtion of the San
Saba presidio, Texas; and the mounds of earth t:U.t trace the outline

---------

•

I
I

of the San Diego Presidio, CaJ.ifornia in nuDiber and in quality of
surviving remains contrast w1th the missions.

LikeWise, few public

buildings of the Spanish period have survived. The Palace of the
Governors in Santa Fe, the restored Governor's Palace in Sen Antonio,
and a few structures in Monterey are notable exceptions.

I

The atmosphere of the Spanish era is captured in a number of
modern cities that g:r·ew from Spanish beginnings.
Florida, 630 Antonio, Texas, Santa Fe, New

St. Augustine,

Mexi~o,

end Monterey,

Cali:f'ornia, have structures dating from Spenish da0·s, end, in varying degree, capture the Spanish flavor in modern or recent architectoo, eYllibits buildings that date from Spanish

t~~e.

N~w Orle~s,

t~es,

but the dictinctive Spanish character is lost in the blend of

nation9.l oi·ig:!.ns from which the city sprang.
Santa Fe has

exp~~ienced

the least

cb•~e

Of all these cities,

in character, and more

uniformly recalls its Spa:.iEh past than the others.

A historical

zoning ordinance, recently enacted, requires new construction to con-

I

I
I

..

from to the architectural types of the pest, and promises to help
p~·eserve

tha atmosphere of Spanish Santa Fe.

Understand~bly,

remains to preserve.
launched his

the Spanish exploring expe1itions left few
One exception io

e;~ploration

~~bac,

Arizona, from which Anza

of a route to California.

Where routes have

been identified in \.·tole or part, im;oortant sites have usua.J.:cy been
marked by state or local organizations.
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For the Coronado expedition,
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the pueblos he visited, still inhabited or long in ruins, illustrate
his explorations.

This does not apply to the Southeast, however, for

the native villages visited by such explorers as De Soto or Narvaez
have long since vanished.

Some of the great exploring ventures ha-ve

been memorialized at such federally maintained areas De Soto Rational
Memorial, Florida, Coronado Hational Memorial, Arizona, and Cabrillo
National Monument, California.
The defensive character of the Spanish borderlands is emphasized
by several sites that

bec~e

points of conflict between Spain and her

colonial rivals--France, in the Southesst end Texas, and, later,
Russia on the North Pacific Coast.

Among them are Castillo de San

Marcos and Fort Caroline, Florida, Los Ade.es 1 Louisiana, San Frc.ncisco
de los TeJe:.s 1-lission and Fort St. Louis, Texas, and Fort Ross,
California..

Ile.tive hostility to

Sp~nish

domination is also emphasized

at sevc>·al sites, princi)?:;J.ly in the Southwest.

Ss.n Saba, Texas,

the New Mexico pueblos of Acoma and Taos, and Tubac Presidio, established in Arizone. in response to the Pima. Rebellion, are outstanding

I

I
I

.

specimens.
Threats to survival of historic sites have been many and formidable.

Weather and the pe.ssage of tilre 1 opere.tin.:; in league with

the destructive activities of man himself, hAve taken their toll of
historic rencius.

In view of the antiquity of most Spanish sites,

it is surprisiog thc.t the Spanish theme of .berice.n history is
represented at e.ll.
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In the Southeast, with its moist climate and dense population,
most structures built by the Spanish have been obliterated.

I
I

English and French eXIJansion.

I

fields or forest underbrush.

Almost

none of the sixteenth century missions and presidios of Georgia, for
example, remain to illustrate Spain's northward thrust to counter
They lie today beneath cultivated
With the outstanding exception of st.

August!ne, modern cities have all but obscured the Spanish origins
from which they grew.

The old has been torn out to make room for

the new, and urban developers have usually prevailed over the protests of historical conservationists.

In Natchez, Mississippi, two

late-Spanish period buildings that once made up "Lawyer's Row" gave
way to a parking lot, while the same fate befell a block of old
Spani~h

buildings in downtown San Antonio.

In the South\lest, with its dry clinate and, until recently,
s catt·;re:l

populatio~,

more Spanish remains are in evidence.

also, destructive forces have been at work.

But here,

Most buildings were

constructed of adobe bricks, end, once the roofs disappeared and

I

I
I

-

expos~d

the bricks to the

elc~ents,

erosion quickly began.

In a land

with little ti.nber, ooreover, the early American settlers often raided
these relics of another era for buil&ing materials 1 and thus hastened
the process of disintegration.

Still more recently, the construction

of dams and the inund&tion of large areas of lend has raised a serious
threat to historic remains.

The Crossing of the Fathers, for example,
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with its niches c:ut in the rock walls of Glen Ca.IJYon, will be submerged by the reservoir that Glen Canyon Dam Will create,

I
I

•

Against these forces, federal, state, and local organizations
and agencies t.ave made

c~endable

efforts to preserve the concrete

expressions of the Spanish heritage.

In the Southwest, fine work

has been done in stabilizing ruins and preserving remains by such
agencies as the Museum of New Mexico and the Texas £tate Parks Board.
Tne San Antonio Conservation Society, composed larsely of women

dedicated to historical preservation, deserves special commendation
for its effective work in preserving, commemorating, and interpreting
the Sl):".nish origina of San Antonio.
a State Parks

Bo~d.

Arizona has recently created

In view of its decision to acquire, as its

first State Park, the ruins of the presidio at Tubac, important work
may be expected in that state,

The California Division of Beaches

and Parks has long been extremely active in historical preservation,
and several State Historical Monuments attest its preoccupation with
St•ain' s contribution to California history.

I

I
I

Throughout the Southwest

and California, the Catholic Church, which owns and uses m&.llY old
mission churches, m<.nifests a historical awareness that has saved
numerous churches from
In the

s~utheast,

destr~ction

cr architectural corruption.

state and local organizations, largely because

of the scarcity of tangible remains, have not been especially concerned with Spanish sites,

Florida, where most of the Southeastern
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sites are concentrated, is an exception.

I
I

Society has been active in preserving and interpreting the sites and

I

The St. Augustine Historica.l

atmosphere of that ancient city, while the pensacola. Chamber of Commerce is showing a.n interest in reha.bilita.ting Fort San Ca.rloa de
Ba.rrancas.

The Florida Park Service ha.s done some a.rcheologica.l

work a.t Spanish sites, and the I,ouisie.na. Historic Landmarks Council
has demonstrated its awareness of Spain's contribution to the history

of Louisiana..
The United States Government, mainly through the National Park
Service, has made significant contributions towards saving Spanish
sites.

During the 1930's, the Park Service, under the programs of

the Civilian Conservation Corps and the National Youth Administration,
assisted several states in restoring Spanish structures that had
disappeared.

Espiritu Santo Mission, Texas, and Pur1sima Concepcion

Mission, California, were restored under these prosrams.

Several

National Monuments and National Memorials, scattered from Florida to

I

I
I

-

California, preserve sites or commemorate events connected with
Spanish exploration and settlement, although units currently in the
National Pa.rk System do not represent the many facets of the Spanish
thome as completely a.s might be desired.
Despite the praiseworthy work of these organizations, there
still remain SpaniEh historic si tea wbel·e preservation should be
undertaken or where, because of inadequate funds, greater effort is
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needed. The Spanish defenses of PetJB&eola are in near-ruinous

I
I

condition.

I

The local. Chamber of Cozmnerce, While desiring to stabil-

ize the fortifications, cannot alone do the job,

San Geronimo de

Taos Mission at Taos, New Mexico, demands prOII!Pt attention.

One of

the most historic missions in the United States, the ruins of this
structure have deteriorated so badly that, in a few years, they
will probably be at ground level--a fate that has e.lready overtaken
the mission at the ruined pueblo of Hawikuh, New Mexico,

So great

is the need and so numerous are the sites--especially in the Southwest--that the Federal Government obviously cannot, and should not,
assume the entire responsibility,

One of the objectives of the

National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings is to emphasize the
need in hopes of encouraging state and local organizations to exert
themselves even more.

Very few of the sites JUdged to be of excep-

tionel value, in fact, c&n the National Park Service undertake to
preserve.

I

I
I

-

This study is concerned principally with sites that are exceptionally valuable for illustrating or commemorating the Spanish
theme of American history.

Each site studied has been weiched

against the following criteria of exceptional value:
l. Structures or sites in which the broad cultural, political,
economic, military, or social history of the Nation is best exemplified, and from which the visitor may grasp the larger patterns of
our Anerican heritage. Such sites ere naturally the points or bases
from which the broad aspects of prehistoric and historic American
life can best be presented.
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2. Structures or sites associated importantly With the lives
of outstanding historic personages.

3· Structures or sites associated With important events which
are symbolic of some gres.t idea or ideal of the American people.

4. Structures which embody the distinguishing characteristics
of an architectural type s~ecimen, exceptionally valuable for a
study of a period style or method of construction; or a notable
work of a master builder, designer, or architect whose individual
genius reflected his age.
5. Archeological sites which have produced information of
major scientific import~ce by revealing new cultures or by shedding
light upon periods of occupation over large areas of the United
States. Such sites are those which have produced or which may
reasonably be expected to produce data which have affected theories,
concepts, and ideas to a major degree. (This criterion is applicable
only in the aboriginal themes produced by the National Survey.)
6. All historical and archeological sites and structures in
order to meet the standards of exceptional importance should have
integrity, that is, there should not be doubts as to whether it is
the original site or building, original material, or workmanship,
and original location. Intangible elements of feeling and association, although difficult to describe, also may be factors in
wei~ling the inteGrity of a site or str~cture.

r•

Structures or sites of recent historical importance, relating to events or persons within 50 years, will not, as a rule, be
eligible for consideration.

I

The sites discussed in the following section are those judged
by the survey Historians to meet one or more of these criteria and

I
I

are units of the National Park System have not been studied and

•

part of the total picture.

thus to merit classification as exceptionally valuable.

evaluated like those in non-federal ownership.

Sites that

But they, too, are

Each National Park Service area that

falls within the Spanish theme is therefore discussed together With
other sites of exceptional value.

•
I
I

•
•

In the course of the National survey, each Historian bad
occasion to examine a number of sites that, for one reason or
another, were not thousht to be of exceptional value, but whose
impo:rta.nce justified some attention.

Al.l of these sites have been

treated on the standard inventory form of the National Survey.

The

more outstanding are appended to this study as "Other Sites Considered," and "Sites Also Noted."
Spanish sites within the present boundaries of the United States
and Puerto Rico have been included in this study.

Some notable

Spanish sites located in the Panama Canal Zone are the subject of
a separate report, 22 and are not dealt with in this study.

I

I
I
•

22. Albert M!tnucy eud Joseph A. Gao;liano, Spanish Colonial Sites
in the Panama Canal Zone (Nat:i.onii.l Survey of His:s:i'ric Sitee and
BuilciTngs, Ns.tionir Park Service, September 1958).
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spot now under the United States flag to be associated with Columbus.

The Columbus Landing Site on Salt River Bay is the earliest

On November 14, 1493, on his second voyage to the New World, Columbus
discovered an island vi th the Indian name of Ay Ay, which he named
Santa Cruz.

Landing in a small boat from the fleet anchorage in a

bay, a party of Col=bus' men attacked a small group of Carib Indians,
killing one and capturing the others, but with the loss of one
Spaniard mortally wounded.

This is believed to be the first recorded

armed conflict between Europeans and aboriginal Americans.

Naming

a nearby cape the "Cape of the Arrow," the fleet soon sailed on.
Little is known of the subsequent history of St. Croix until
its conquest by the French in 1650.

During their forty-five year

occupation of the island, the French built Fort Sale on ohe western

I

I
I
•

side of Salt River Bay.

On the eastern side of the bay was the resi-

dence of the French governor, and at the present Christiansted was
a small village called Bassin.

At tl:.e time of the French exodus in

1695, the population was 147 white persons and 623 slaves.
The site consists of a prominent knoll on the west side of the
bay, unimproved and covered with brush and some trees.
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SALT RIVER BAY, Virgin Islands.

Columbus landed on these shores on November 14, 1493.
National Park Service photograph
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the site are the remains of Fort Sale, an . earthwork fortification
covered with sod, and an aboriginal site.

The latter is indicated

by potsherds and shell covering an area of about six acres.

The

fort site has not been disturbed, but the aboriginal site has been
excavated extensively.

SiPce the owners are non-residents, the

site has no protection.
In June, 1957, the owners signed a sales contract with Robert
B. George and Frederick Oman, of Christi!msted, which they subsequently repudiated:

In october, 1957, the prospective purchasers

filed an affidavit of claim for
property is unknown.

~ien,

but the present status of the

The prospective purChasers intend to subdivide

and develop the site as a residential estate area.
(Criteria 1, 2, and 3; no record of Advisory Board action.)
References: Samuel E. Morison, Admiral of the Ocean Sea: A
Life o:f Christopher Columbus (Boston, 194"); Jose GoiiZ!i:les Ginorio,
~es~utrimiento de-PUert~Rico (San Juan, 193- ); David J. Jones
and Clarence L~ohn~on, Re~oo the Historic Sites of St. Croix,
Virgin rslands. Part II: Salt River Bay Area (1-!s. Report, NatiOnal
Pari; Seivice,-June 1951}. - - - - -
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La Forteleza, San

Ju~

Island, Puerto Rico.

La Fortaleza (The Fortress), fj.rst true fortification of San

Juan, was built between 1533 and 1540 as a defense against continuing raids by French and English free-booters and Carib Indians •
Because of its

comp~atively

poor location, however, La Fortaleza
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soon c11111e to occupy a secondary importance in the defenses of San

I
I

cation, El Morro, had been built on the headland guarding the

I

Juan,

Within fifteen years, a more strategically located fortifi-

entrance to the bay.

La For+..aleza remained an integral part of the

San Juan defensive system and, When the Earl of Cumberland led the
successful English attack on the city in 1598, he described it as
"a strong castle, built of stone, square, and

COIIIIIlOnly

called the

King's Palace • • • and where we found a great stock of emmuni tion. " 23
In 1625, La ForteJ.eza was captured by the Dutch expedition led by
General Bowdoin Hendrick.

When El Morro held out against the Dutch

attack, La Forte.leza was burned along with the rest of San Juan by
the retreating army.

Since its reconstruction early in the seven-

teenth century, La Forte.leza has been used as the residence of the
insular governors.
In 1939, the building was renovated under the auspices of the
United States Army.

I

I
I
•

It is apparent from an inspection report sub-

mitted by Assistant Architect Stuart M. Barnette that the Army paid
little attention to the desirability of preserving the important
historical features of the structure at that time.

23. Diego Angulo Ini~~ez, Bautista Antonelli y las fortificaciones wneri..,enss en el sigJ.o XVI (Madrid, 1942), 20; quoted in
Ricardo T. Reyes, TbeRa7oCir"Defenses of San Juan in the SiXteenth
Centu..-y (Ms. Report, National Park SerVfce,Aug, 22; 1955 •
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East or principal facade of La

~·ortaleza

I

I
I
•
Diagrammatic pers;>ective of west facade of Le. Fortaleza showing 16th century towers in foreground

Top of NVi tower showing in the parapet loopholes for
both bow and arrow and harquebus

I

I

Bedroom in La Fortaleza showing ty~ of ceiling construction being replaced with reinforced concrete

:~-·.

L. .~-=---=---·
·Two ~Hf.IU.t 'Pa.oviPINQ
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Svlution for
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efficiency of

be~m;

withn•1t

destroying orieino.l conetr•1ction
Sll)J
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( Criterie. l and 4; approved by Advisory Board.)
References: E. A. Hoyt, A History of the Harbor Defenses of'
San Juan (san Juan, 1944); A. p. Newton,"The European Nations in
the West Indies, 1493·1688 (London, 1943); Ricardo T. Reyes, Tile
Harbei=Defenses of S$11 Juan in the Sixteenth Century (Ms. Report,
National Park Service, AUg, 22, 1955).

I
S!!'.n Juan National Historic: Site, Puerto Rico.
The Spanish defenses of Puerto Rico comprise the San Juan
National Historic Site.

The oldest European type fortifications

in u.s. territory, the massive masonry structures of san Juan,
dominated by El Morro, were constructed during the sixteenth c:entury to guard Puerto Rico--the key to the
French, and Dutch.

Indiee~-f'rom

the English,

In 1595 Sir Francie Drake attempted, uneuccess-

fully, to take the defenses.

Three years later, another English

fleet, under the Earl of Cumberland, succeeded in taking El Morro.
But dysen~ery spread through his forces and they were at length

•I
I

..

forced to abandon the fortress.

In 1625 the Dutch captured San

Juan, burned the town, and destroyed El caiiuelo, a fort on an island
opposite El Morro.

The Dutch, too, suffered heavy losses and fin-

ally abandoned the harbor.

A final attempt by the English to capture

Puerto Rico was successfully resisted in 1797.
Three fortresses, El Morro, San Crist6bal, and El Canuelo,
together with the city walls and casaBlanca, make up the san Juan
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National Historic Site.
the United States

Artrry

UDder the tepms of a cooperative agreement,
continues to use the forts for military pur·

poses, and the National Park Service regulates visitor use and
interprets the long history of the defenses.

San Marcos de ApeJ.ache (Fort St. Marks), Florida.
With the Spanish occupation of the province of Apalache in
western Florida in the mid-seventeenth century, the point of land
at the Junction of the Wakulla and st. Marks Rivers assumed a great
strategic importance.

The fertile soil of the province was found to

be ideal for the production of grain to supply the sorely felt needs
of St. Augustine.

Most of the grain would be sent by water to st.

Augustine, since the only alternative was a long and arduous overland route.

This tiny peninsula, at the head of navigable water,

was the logical shipping point.

At the same time, it constituted

a chink in the coastal defenses of Apalache which had to be plugged.

I

Soon after 1S60, the Spanioh Crown ordered the spot fortified, but
still nothing was done for a decade.

I
I

.

The inadequacy of the first

fort, a wooden structure, was clearly demonstrated by the ease with
which a raiding party of French, English and Indians captured it in
1682, scattering its garrison of 45 Spaniards ~d 400 Indians •
The Spaniards soon repossessed the po:'.nt and built a stronger wooden
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fort, which became the nucleus of a sizable settlement.

--~------

After the

Moore raid of l7o4, San Marcos apparently was abandoned along with
the rest of the Apalache settlements and remained unoccupied until
1718.

In that year, Captain J'oseph Primo de Rivera brought a

detachment of troops to build a third fort, also of wood.

Within

a few years the Spaniards began to construct a stone fort, but it
was not complete when possession of the territory passed to England
in 1763.

The British firm of Panton, Leslie & Co. established a

trading factory at San Marcos during the English regime.

It was

permitted to remain when the area returned to Spanish control.

As

a result, San Nm·cos was the center of a thriving Indian trade during the second Spanish period, 1783-1821.

The filibuster George

:Bo1-11es threatened San Marcos in 1788, and on later raids in 1792
and 18o0 he destroyed the Panton, Leslie store.

When Andrew Jackson

invaded Florida during the Seminole campaign of 1813, he captured
and occupied San Harcos.

I

I
I

..

Near the fort, on April 29, he executed

the British traders Robert Armbrister and Alexander Arbuthnot.
Jackson's vigorous action in Florida, backed by Secretary of State
John Quincy Adams, was instrumental in forcing the Spanish government to sign the Adams-Onis Treaty, by which Florida was ceded to
the United States.

During the Civil War, the stream junction was

occupied and fortified by Confederate troops •
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The fort tr&ct consists of about an acre of compar&tively high
ground

on the point 1 cut off from the mainland by some four acres

of marshland.

Consequently the site is accessible only by boat.

About 400 yards up the St. Marks River is located a fishing village
of the same name.

Of the S:paniah forts, only a portion of the stone-

work from the last one remains above ground.

Overlying the ruins of

the Spanish fort, and extending over much of the five-acre tract,
are the remains of Civil War entrencrilllents.
ily wooded and is said to have a

The fort site is heav-

eizable reptile population.

(Criterion l; no record of AdvisOl1f Beard action.)
Rafere:::~ces:
Mark F. Boyd, "The Fortifications of San Marcos
de Apiilache;-n--hol·ida Histo~'ical QUE.rterJ.y, Y::J (1936); ThOI!laS R.
Hay, "St. M&rks-on Apalache, Fla..";"'2~ctici.':la{lj £! American History,
V, 13; Ralston B. Lattimore, Fort St. Marks Ms. Report, National
Park Service, Sept. 18, 1939):--- -

San Luis de_ Apal!::'_h~ (Sen Luis de Talima11), Florida.
During the century following the founding of St. Augustine in

I

1565, the Spanish mission system was extended steadily northward
along the coast into the province of Guale, and westward into the

I
I
•

provinces of Timucus and Apnlache.

The main purpose of this con-

tinuous ex?ansion iuto the interior was the security of St. Augustine,
to be effected through the conversion and stebilization of the Indians •
A secondary purpose, in the case of Apalache, was utilization of the
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inhabitants
in 1633,

o~
o~

western Florida to supply badly needed grain

St. Augustine,

~or

the

The mission system reached Apelache

San Luis, which was to become the administrative center

of the province, was established sometime during the next two decades.
By

I

soil

1675, when the mission system had reached the height of its in-

fluence, some 8,000 persons were centered around the 14
missions

o~

Apalache.

San Luis

itsel~

~lourishing

boasted some 1,400 inhabi-

tants, including the deputy governor and a military carrison of
infantry and artillery.

By 1693, the activities of British traders

in stirring up the Indians of the interior had thrown the Spaniards
o~

the defensive, and a wooden blockhouse was built at San Luis,
The destruction of the Florida mission systew be 0an in 1702,

when Governor James Moore led a South Carolina force ar;ainst St.
Augusti:Je, ravaging the Quale missions Eon :oute,

With the Guale

missions gone, only the fe1; around St. Augustine and those of
Timucua and Apalache remained.

I

I
I

..

In January of 1704, Moore marched

into ApaJ.ache to complete the job,
atta~ked,

Though San Luis itself was not

the province was so badly demoralized by the English

invasion, and by the fact that many ostensibly friendly Indians had
helped the invaders, that the fort was abandoned a few months later
and the province was unoccupied by a Spanish garrison for more than
a decade,

The mission system, though subsequently revived, never

again attained its former importance.

As an instrument of go•!ernmeY't.

policy, it had been found wanting and we.s abandoned,
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For over a century after its abandonment, the ruins of Fort
San Luis continued to intrigue the passerby.
te~nth

Early in the nine-

century, a visitor described the fort as an irregular parallel-

ogram 52 paces long on its longer side, and containing the ruins of
two brick buildings, the larger one 40 by 60 feet.

The incursions

of treasure hunters and years of cultivation finally obliterated
the outlines of the fort.
Intermittently since 1948, excavation of the site has been
carried out under tbe auspices of the Florida Park Service and
Florida State University.
and a great
of the fort.

de~l

A number of artifacts have been recovered,

of information has been found regarding the design

Much archeological work remains to be done, however,

before the full story of San Luis will be known.
(Criterion 1; action po3tponed by Advisory Board.)

I

P.eferences: Venila 1. Shores, "The Ruins of San Luis near
Tallah~ssee," Florida Historical Quarterly, VI (1927); Mark F. Boyd,
"Mission Sites iu-Florida," ibid. 1 XVII (1939); Mark F. Boyd, Hale
G. Stm:~h, &nd John w. Griffin, Here They Once Stood: The Tragic
End of the Ap~lachee Missio~s (Gainesville, 1951); Ralston B. Lattimore,
S<l.D tuis-'1ie~.:he,-(fis.-:Report, National Park Service, Aug. 8,

1939-r.--

I
I

Fort San Carlos de Barrancas aud Fort

•

Pensacola brick, was built in 1787, duz·ing the last Spe.nisb occupe.-

Fort SE.D Carlos de

tion of West Florida.

Ba~·rancas,

Bar~cas,

Pensacola, Florida.

a semicircular fortification of

The high bluff upon which it was built, called
- 79 -
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by

the Spaniards ":Barran.cas de Santo Tome," was the site of the

earlier Fort San Carlos de Austria, which dated from the first permanent Spanish settlement on Pensacola Bay in 1698.

This first fort

was destroyed by a French attacking force in 1719.

In 1763, Pensacola

passed into British control •
With the restoration of Spanish control by the Galvez expedition
of 1781, which captured Pensacola, the area entered upon its last
period of Spanish rule.

The new Fort San carlos assumed a great

importance as the defense bastion of Pensacola, the capital of West
Florida and, with St. Augustine, the northern outpost of the Spanish
Caribbean empire.
Spanish collaboration with the British forces dm.•ing the War of
1812 led Andrew Jackson to occupy Pensacola in 1814.

The British,

blowing up Fort Sen Carlos, beat a rapid retreat to their warships.
Four years later, during the Seminole Indian War, Jackson again
attacked Pensacola and effectively seized control of West Florida

I
I
I

when he accepted the surrender of the Spanish governor in Fort San
Carlos.

Three years later Jackson returned as provincial governor

of the new American territory.
During the period 1833-1844, defenses at the mouth of Pensacola
Bay were strenbthened as a part of the general tightening of coastal
defenses.

A foUl·-sided brick fortification, Fort Barrancas, was

constructed immedi&tely in rear of and connected to Fort san Carlos.

- so -
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FORT SAN CARLOS DE BARRANCAS, Pensacola, Florida.
the capital of Spain's West Florida possession.

Built in 1781, Fort San Carlos guarded
National Park Service photograph

•

I
I
I

As part of the same defensive system, Fort Redoubt was built about

a thousand yards north of Fort Barranca&. Florida State troops
seized Fort Barrancas and Fort San Carlos when the Civil War began,
but tbe Confederates evacuated those forts when they gave up
pensacola in May, 1862. The forts remained in Federal bands for the
rest of the war.
Both forts are in poor condition at present,

The Pensacola

Chamber of Commerce has received permission from the Navy to restore
the Spanish fort and has received pledges of
but to date nothing has been accomplished.

la~or

and materials,

If emergency stabilize.-

tion measures are not taken soon, the fort will be past redemption.
(Criteria 1 and 4; approved by Advisory Board.)
References: Herbert E. Bolton, The Spanish Borderlands (New
Haven, 1921); Woodbury Lowery, FloridaMsS (10 vols., Library of
Congress); Albert Manucy, Report on Historic Sites at Pensacola,
Florida (l~s. Report, National ParkService, June 197"1539).
De Soto National Memorial, Florida.

I

I
I

-

De Soto National Memorial embraces 25 acres of shoreline on
Tampa Bay, where, according to the

u. s.

De Soto Commission, the

De Soto expedition made its first landing.

The area commemorates

the first major exploration of the North American interior by
European explorers.
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Castillo de San Marcos National Monument, St. Augustine, Florida.
The most important Spanish fortification on the Atlantic Coast,
Castillo de San Marcos was established at st. Augustine to meet the
English threat from the north and to help protect the Spanish treasure fleets enroute from the Indies to spain.

The oldest masonry

fort in the United states, it is a symmetrically shapped, four-sided
structure built of coquina blocks, a native marine shell-rock.

Its

massive walls are nine to siXteen feet thick and it is surrounded
by a moat 40 feet wide.

Qu9.rdrooms, dungeons, living quarters,

storerooms 1 and a chapel are arranged around an open court some 100
feet square. During the first half of the eighteenth century, when
English and Spanish rivalry over Southeastern North America reached
its greatest

int~nsity,

several English attacks.

C9.sttllo de San Marcos was the objective of
It was besieged in 1702, in 1728, and

again in 1740, but each time successfully withstood the siege.

After

Florida passed to the United States, the Castillo, renamed Fort

I

I
I

-

Marion, served as a United States Army post.

It became a National

Monument in 1924.

This area

o:

the National Park System preserves a stone defen-

sive tower, built in 1742, that guarded the southern approaches to
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St. Augustine.

Aa early as 1569, the aite had been occupied by

wooden fortifications.

Still earlier, the area about Fort Matanzas

was the scene of the final episode in the conflict between Spain
and :France over the Florida countcy.

on September 29, 1565, Pedro

'
' had 200 French Huguenots executed, and thereby
Menendez
de Aviles
destroyed :France's aspirations in Florida.

The ruins of the stone

fort, a tower two stories high about 50 feet square, have been
stabilized by the National Park Service.
~o~es, touisi~

To meet the threat posed by the French settlement at Natchitoches,
the Spaniards in

171~

established the mission of San Miguel de

Linares on a hilltop a few miles southwest of the French colony.
In 1719, however, a French a.ud Indiun atte,cking force burned the
mission to the ground.

Rebuilding the mission two years later, the

Spaniards erected the presidio of Nuestra Senora del Pilar de los

•I
I

-

Adayes on an adjoining bill.

For the next

bal~-century,

the capital of the frontier province of Texas.

it was

Between 1722 and

1773, the province was administered b;) 13 governors from Los Adaes.
In 1753, Los Adaea consisted of the fort, a hexagon with three
bastions, and a village of about 40 "misera':lle houses constructed
with sts.kes driven into the ground."
cannon and garrisoneo by 100

soldier~.
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LOS ADAES, Louisiana. Nothing remains of the 18th century presidio, capital of the Spanish
province of Texas, that once occupied this site.
National Park Service photograph

I

According to Bolton, tbe site of Los Adaes is second only to

I
I

Ban Antonio in historical importance in the southwest.

As the

•

bad been officially abandoned for over 30 ·years 1 Los Adaes was the

eastern outpost of New Sp3in for many years, it loomed large in
tbe strategic plans of the home government,

Even after the post

scene of the preliminarJ treaty that led to establishment of the
neutral ground between the United States and Spanish Texas in 18o6.
Aside from a few unidentified mounds of earth, no physical
remains of the presidio of Los Adaes are to be seen today.

The

site of the post, Which was identified some years ago by Bolton,
is an attractive ridge lined with timber along the reverse slope.
The site

appe~rs

to be in good condition, although it obviously

receives no particular care. An old well, still in use, might be
from the fort.

Of the approximately 40 acres encompassing the

presidio and mission sites, 9.15 acres are ovned by the Natchitoches
Parish Police Juxy.

I

I
I

-

Markers have been erected by the National

Society, Daughters by the American Colonists, and by the State,
(Criterion 1; approved by Advisory Board.)
References: William E. Dunn, "Sl)anish Reaction Against the
French Advance To••ard Nelf Mexico, 171'7-1727," Mississippi Valley
E:iatorical Review, II (1915); Eleanor c. Buckley, "~·neAguoyo
EXpedition i~o T.exs.s and Louisia::te., 1719-1721," Texe.s Historical
Quarterly, ·xv (1911); William R. HogAn, Bpecie.l Report ;;n-"?TOpOSe'd
r.os Adii.es (L-ouisiana) Nati.O!l'.!1 Monument u~ Report 1 Nai:Ioil8i
Paik""Service, c. 1936).
-

...

~
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The Cabildo (Casa Capitular), New Orleans, Louisiana.

I
I

legislative and administrative council which ruled Spanish Louisiana.

I

The building, which bas taken the name of the council for whose

Replacing two predecessors, both destroyed by fire, the present building was erected in 1795 to house the Cabildo, the Spanish

use it was built, continued as the seat of the Spanish Government
of Louisiana for the remaining eight years of Spanish rule, During the brief period of French rule, the building was known as the
Ma~

de

~·

or Town Hall.

In the Cabildo, on December 20, 18o3, Louisiana was formally
transferred from French to American ownership.
had

pas~ed

On November 30, it

from Spain to France.

Composed of a "full panoply of Renaissance architectural forms,"
the architecture of the Cabildo 1 according to one authority, shows
24
the "most markedly Spanish influence in Louisiana."
A heavy
structure of stuccoed brick, it was altered in the 1850's by the

I

I
I

-

addition of a third floor

~nth

a steep-aided mansard roof.

Since

1911, the Cabildo has housed the Louisiana State Museum.
(Criteria land 4; no record of p~cvious Advisory Board action.)

24.
Hugh Morrison, Early ~merican Architecture, from the
Fi!'st Colonie~ Settleme.ntsto the Nat-ional-Period (New York, 1952),
2"67:----
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THE CABILDO, New Orleans, Louisiana. Seat of Spanish authority
in Louisiana, this building is the State's best architectural
representative of the Spanish period.
National park Service photograph

s111'
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I
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References: c. P. Dimitry, "The Story of the Ancient Cabildo,"
Louisiana Historical Quarterly, III (1920); jji. P. Dar':], "The
Cabildo of New Orleans,!' ibid., V (1922); J. A. Robertson (ed.),
Louisiana under the Rule of Spain, France, end the United States,
1185-1801 (ClevelBnd, l9li); Hugh MorriGon,~ry-American Architecture, from the Fir~t Colonial Settlemeuts~he Nationar---Period (Newlork, 1952).
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San

Jose~sion

National Historic Site, San Antonio, Texas.

The largest and probably the finest of the four surviving
Spanish missions of San Antonio, San Jose y San Miguel de Ae;:uayo
offers a unique example of eighteenth century Spanish mission
architec~ure

and organization.

San Jose was founded in 1120 by

Captain Jue.n Valdez and the fAmous Franciscan friar Antonio Margil
de Jesus.

Built on the San Antonio River some five miles from the

mission of San Antonio de Valero (later famous as tte Alamo), it
became the most successful of the missions established by the
College of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe de Zacatecas.
contemporary reports, the native

I
I
I
-

neo~~es

of education and learned to sr-eak Spanish.

According to

attained a high degree
By the 1760's they

had been given comj?lcte cbar.;e of tbe mission ranch.

In 1794 San

Jose was secularized and became a Catholic parish church.
The present San Jose mission dates from 1768 and, although it
has under-gone a se:.:ies of

repe.ir~

and restorations through the

years, it looks much as it did in the

day~

of

t~e

Franciscans.

In addition to the church itself, the mission consists
- 80 -
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, MISSION, San Antonio, Texas. Acclaimed one of the finest missions in the New World,
SAN JOSE
San Jose was the inspiration of Father Antonio Margil de Jesus.
Elicson Photo Co., San Antonio
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SAN Jost MISSION, San Antonio, Texas. The church entrance
displays intricate scroll-work for which San Jos~ is femous.
Elicson Photo Co., San Antonio
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convento, gre.na.ry, mill, e.nd sets of quarters as well as some
ruins of quarters.

Doubling as a perish church and an active vis-

itor attraction, San

Jos~

has been declared a National Historic

Site in non-federal ownership, and is administered

by

the TeY.as

State Parks Board e.nd the Archbishop of Se.n Antonio, w1th the
cooperation of the National Park Service.
Hawikub, New Mexico.
The abandoned Zuni town of Hsai.kub po&sesses both aboriginal
and historical values.

vr:.:r.

The former \:ill be considered in Theme

The largest of the fabled "cities of dbola," at which the

early Spauioh explorers hoped to find wealth, it was the first
pueblo visited by Coronado.

There is some question whether it was

at Ha,Tikuh or at Kiakima that the

N~gro,

Estevanico, met death at

the han:l.s of the Indie.ns in Nay, 1539, e.nd whether it was Rawi;;;uh
or Kiakima that Fray Marcos de Niza viewed from a distence.

•I

weight of opinion now favora Hawikuh.)

I

were wounded

-

(The

But there is no question

that Hav:'.kuh \;as the first p·v.eblo encounter"'d by Coronado.
In July, 1540, Coronado and his army reached Hawikuh.

After

a sharp skirmish with the in!:w.bi t&.nt.s, in which a few Spaniards
~nd

a few Indians killed, Coronado stormed the pueblo

e.nd took possession.

The treatment that Coronado aod his men

nccorded the Indians of

Hawiku.~

set the pattern for Spanish-Indian
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EAWIKUH, New Mexico. Largest of' the fabled "Seven Cities of Cibola," Hawikuh was the first of the
Zuni towns encountered by Coronado.
National Park Service photograph

•

relations in the Southwest for the duration of Spanish rule.

From

Hawikuh, Tovar and Cardenes jourpeyed to the Hopi country e:od the

I
I

Grand Canyon, 8lld Alvarado went north and ea10t to Taos and Pecos.

I

the Rio Grande.

Coronado made his headquarters at Hawikuh for several months during the summer and autumn of 1540 before moving east to winter on
The pueblo was visited by subsequent Spanish ex-

plorers, in whose minds it assumed considerable prominence, among
them Cbamuscado and Rodriguez (1581), Espejo (1583), Onate (1598
and 1604-1605), and Zald1var (1599).
A mission, La Purlsima Concepcion de Hawikuh, was founded
in 1629. The Zunis in 1032 murdered the reside~t priest, Fray
Francisco Letrado, and fled to another pueblo.

They returned in

1635, when the missjon was re-established as a visita of the mission at Halona.

In 1672 Apaches raided Hawikuh, killed the priest,

and burned the church.

It was rebuilt only to be destroyed during

the Pueblo Rebellion of 1S8c, in which the zuDis participated wholeheartedly.

I

I
I

-

When the Indians submitted to Don Diego de Vargas

during the Reconquest of 1692, they returned to their country but
reoccupied only one of the six pueblos, Halona.

Hawikuh has thus

been abandoned since 168o.
The ruins of Hawikuh cover the nose of a long, low ridge
on the Zuni Indian Reservat1.on in McKinley County, New Mexico, 12
miles southwest of the modern pueblo of Zuni.

The site was exca-

vated in 1917-1923 by an expedition of the Heye.Foundation under
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the leadership of Frederick Webb Hodge.
p~aces

Sandstone rock walls, in

several feet high, outline the foundations and rooms of

part of the

pueb~o,

while mounds of earth littered with rocks mark

the locations of other portions. Mounds of eroded adobe, two to
three feet high, are all that remain of the mission church and

I

part of the monastery.
Although difficult of access without a guide, Hawikuh receives some visitation each year.
make the site more
from it.

acceasib~e,

The Zuni tribe would ~ike to

and realize a commercial advantage

There has been some talk among the Zunis of seeking

designation as a National Historic Site in

non-fede~

ownership,

but no proposal has been officially advanced.
(Criteria 1, 2, and 3; approved by Advisory Board.)
References: Herbert E. Bolton, Coronado, Knic;:;t of Pueblo
~Plain (New York, 1949); Frederick w. Hodge, ~HiStory£!
Bs.vi!:~t~ (Los Ange~es, ~937); G. p, Hammond and Agapito Rey (eds.),
Narraiives of the Coronado Elqledi tion (Albuquerque, 1940); Adolph
F. Bandelier," Finai Re);l?rt (Cambridge, 1892); Erik K. Reed, Special
Re:port on Ha~Ti~New Mexico (Ms. Report, National Park Service,
April 1938).
-
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Palace of the Governors, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
One of the most historic buildings in the United States,

..

the Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe served, successively, as
the S:panish, Mexican, and .Al!lerican capitols of New Mexico and tiE
residence of its governors.

Part of the royal presidio of Santa Fe,
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the palace was 'built 'between 1510 and 1612, shortly after the found·
ing of Santa Fe 1 by the first
de Peralta.

Toyal goveT!lOT

of ···New
Mexico, Don Pedro
.. -

It housed the administrative offices and living quarters

of the Spanish governors until 1680.

In that year the Pueblo Illdians

rebelled and the palace, 'besieged by the Indians, was the key posi·
tion in the battle for Santa Fe. When the defenders abandolled the
palace and broke through the Indian lines, Santa Fe fell.

The Pueblos

drove all Spaniards from New Mexico, and for 12 years the leaders of
the revolt made their headquarters in the palace. When the Spaniards,
under Don Diego de Vargas, returlled in lo92·93, they subjugated the
Indians and once more made the Palace of the Governors the seat of
Spanish authority in New Mexico.

As such, it was occupied throughout

the eighteenth and early nineteellth centuries. After the Mexican
Revolution of 1821, Mexican governors replaced their fpanish predecessors and resided in the palace until General Stephen
"Army

~/.

Kearny's

of the West" captured Santa Fe in 184->. Kearny raised the

American flag over the palace and, except during the brief Confederate

I

'I...

occupation of santa Fe in 18S2, it housed the American territorial
government of New Mexico until 1885.

In that year a new capitol

building was erected, although the governors continued to live ill the
palace until 1909. From 1821 until the comillg of the railroad ill
l88o, the palace, to hundreds of trading caravans from the east, was
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PALACE OF THE GOVERNORS, Santa Fe, New Mexico. For almost three centuries, the governors of
New Mexico--Spanish, Mexican, and American--lived and worked in this building.
New Mexico State Tourist Bureau photograph

the end of the Santa Fe Trail, for in the plaza in front of the palace

I

the wagons were parked, unloaded, and readied for the return Journey.

(

For over three h\Uldred years the Governor's Palace has undergone

'
I

an evolution of successive damage, repair, reconstruction, and restoration. The present structure oceupies the original site and,
despite modern reconstruction and restoration, much of it is the
original building.
of Santa Fe.

It occupies one entire side of the historic plaza

The pueblo architectural style--plastered adobe, flat

roof, viga ceiling--is an ap:proximstely faithful representation of
part of the old palace, which, together \dth the presidio, was originally a much larger structure.
vig~s,

A block-long portal, with projecting

covers the sidewalk in front of the palace, and a large and

attractive patio is in the center.

CUl·rently headquarters of the

Museum of New Mexico e.nd the School of American Research, the palace
houses, besides

admi~istrat!ve

offices, a fine museum displaying

exhibits relating to prehistoric, Spanish, and territ.orial periods
of New l·!exic:an history.

I

I
I

-

(Criteria 1 and 4; approved by Advisory Board.)
References:

Rclph E, Twitchell, The Lead1.ng Facts of Ne\r Mexican

H~.stocy (5 v., Cede.r ho.pidc, 1912), 1:::; Ra:':.i?ii E;-TW!tciieii,-Tf1l.Palace
the Governors, the City of Santa Fe, it~; Mu~eums a'Od Monuments,
Hi~toric:al 8ocietyof New W•xico l?<lbl:i.catiou No, 29 ~Santa Fe, 1924);
Paul A. F, Wa.ltcr, "El Palac.io Real," Old Sant.e. Fe, I (January, 1914);
Paul A. F. l·la:ter, OJ.ii Sante;. Fe nn:i viCinity (santa Fe, 1930); Ralph

of

E. T\ritchell (ed,),-fue Sps..nish ArChiVeiiOf"Ne·,, Mexico (2 v., Cedar
Rapids, 1914); Aubrey"Neasham~ -s'i,iecii:-P.e?or:ccoVe'ring the Governor's
PnJ.ace in Santll Fe. New Mexico (Ms. Report I National Park service;-JtUle;-1939~ -· - 91 -

Acoma, New Mexico.

I

The pueblo of Acoma, situated on a great mesa rising 357 feet

I
I

above the plains of western New Mexico, is believed to be the oldest
continuously inhabited settlement in the United states.
bably occupied as early as 1200 A.D.

I

It was pro-

Besides its aboriginal values,

which will be treated in Theme VIII, Acoma pos~esses important historical values. As a prominent landmark, it became assodated with
several sixteenth century Spanish exploring expeditions.

It was

visited by Alvarado (one of Coronado's lieutenants) in 1540, by
Rodr!guez and Cbamuscado in 1581, by Espejo in 1583, and by Onate
in 1598.

In part because of their defensible location, the Acoma

Indians were among the most persistently hostile tribes during the
Spanish period, and this pueblo, probably better chan any other in
the Southwest except Taos, exemplifies native resistance to Spanish
rule.

In December, 1598, the Acomas lured Captain Juan de Zaldivar,

one of o;ate's officers, into the pueblo and murdered him and 14 of

I

I
I

-

his men.
iated.

Two months later the Spanish, under Onate's orders, retalCaptain Vicente o.e Zaldlvar, brother of the slain Juan, led

a force of 70 soldiers aga.1.nst the fortress-like rocl,,

In a bitterly

fought battle, the Spaniards sto:::'llled the mesa, cs.ptured and partiall:!
burned the pueblo, and k!lled about 1,500 people--~alf the tribe.
Although kcoEa was assigned a mission in 1598, the hostility or the
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I
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I

Indians prevented its construction for 30 years.

In 1629, however,

San Estevan del Rey Mission was founded by the Franciscan missionary,
Fray Juan Ramirez.

In the Pueblo Rebellion of 1S8o, the Acomas mur-

dered the resident priest, Fray Lucas Maldonado.

Following the

Reconquest, they successfully resisted an attack on the mesa by Don
Diego de Vargas in 1696 and held out until induced to surrender to
Spanish authority in 1699.

The mission of san Estevan had suffered

relatively little damage in the Rebellion and, with some repairs,
continued to serve the Acomas during the remainder of the Spanish
period.

It was repaired again in 1902 and 1924.

Acoma today is nearly deserted.

About 20 people live here

continuously; the rest of the tribe resides at Acomita, 15 miles
distant, and gathers at Acoma for periodic festivals.
is little altered from its
blending with the old.

pre~istoric

The pueblo

character, recent construction

The church of San Estevan, still serving the

Acomas at festival time, is of plastered stone and adobe, as are
the adjacent convento and other mission buildings, which are partially

I

'I

in ruins.

San Estevan is one of the least altered of New Mexico

missions.

Measuring 150 by 40 feet, it is also one of the largest.

,

The Acoma Indians are keeping the church and pueblo in good repair.
They charge an admission fee of $1.00 to visit the pueblo, 50¢ to
enter the church, and additional fees for taking pictures.
al~o

provide guide service.
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ACOMA, New Mexico. Indians of the great "Sky City" of New Mexico stubbornly fought Spanish rule for
a hundred years. In the foreground is the mission of San Estevan del Rey, in the background the
Enchanted Mesa.
New Mexico state Tourist Bureau photograph

I

...

•

....

•

one of the earliest and best preserved Spanish
SAN ESTEVAN DEL REY MISSION, Acoma, New Mexico.
the Acoma Indians.
Missions, San Estevan del Rey was built in 1629 to serve
New Mexico State Tourist Bureau photograph

---------

(Criteria 1 and

I

I
I
I

4;

approved by Advisory Board.)

References: Herbert E. Bolton, Spanish Exploration in the Southwest,""I5iJ:2-i'f05 (New York, 1916); G. p, liBIIIlllond, Don Juan CieOna·i;e and
the Founding~~'!: Melti<;;£ (Sao.tP. Fe, 1926); George Kub1er7""Tfie-Religious Architecture of New Mexico (Colorado Springs, l940};tes1ie
A. white, TbeAco:ta Indians, Bure;::.u of Alllerican Ethnology 1 47th Jumual
Re:9ort, 19"29:1930 (Washington, 1932); William R. Hogan, Brief S:pcCI.:r
.Report on-Aco~:\"(;.'is. Report, National Park Service, April 1938);
ErikK. Reed,Supplem~~~ Re:port .!:!: ~ (M~;. Report, National Park
Service, F'ebrt.:ary 1942}.

Pecos, Nev Mexico.
The P'.leblo of Pecos, on the fringe of the buffalo plains, was
one of the largest pueblos of New Mexico in the seventeenth century

and an outstanding landmark to must of the early Spanish explorers.
At Pecos in 1540 Coronado found the Indian his men
who guided the

Spc~iards

Castano de Sosa attacked

c.:>~led

on their journey in search of Quivira.

ann

subjugated Pecos with 19 soldiers in

1590, and Onate was pe1.1ceably received there in 1598.
m~ssion

I

Ey 1020 the

,

~

of Nuestra Senora de los Angeles de Porciuncula bad been

founded at Pecos.

It ~ras described by Benavides in 1630 as "a very

s::;>lendid temple of distinguished workmanship and beauty."

I
I

-

"The Turk,"

Spaniards who visited it used eqUE\lly glc•dng terms.

2

5 Other

The people

of Pecos participated in the Rebellion of loBO, burned the church,

25. E. A. B. Ayer (ed.), The Memm:ie.l of Fray Alonso de
!::_navid.,s, 1630 (Chicne;o, 1916)-;--231.
- -
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I

and, 500 strong, joined other Indians in besieging Santa Fe.

I
I

the Reconquest, the mission was re-established on the orders of

•

Governor Don Diego de Varge.s.

After

Pecos began its decline in the middle

eighteenth century, as smallpox and warfare with the Comanches and
Apaches of the plains reduced the population.

In 1782 the mission

was abandoned, and in 1788 an epidemic all but annihilated the
pueblo.

In 1838 seventeen survivors moved to Jemez to live with

kinsmen, and left the pueblo and mission abandoned.

The ruins became

a well-known landmark to traders using the Santa Fe Trail, which
passed by Pecos.
The pueblo and mission, located 18 miles east of Santa Fe, are
now

incorpor~ted

in a State Monument.

The massive adobe walls of

the mission, visible from the highway, rise as high as 50 feet in
places.

These

w~lls

have been stabilized by the State, but heavy

rains in recent years have done some damage.
excavated.

I

I

r.

-

Tee church has been

Adjacent mission buildings have not been excavated, but

low walls outline the pattern of the convento.

The pueblo, west of

the mission, was partially exca-;ated and stabilized in 1915-25.

The

eXPosed portions, of stone construction, give a good sample of the
pueblo pattern and architecture, but by far the largest portion of
the pueblo still lies undergr·ound.

Mounds indicate terraced houses

four stories high that have not been excavated.
been restored ano is open to visitors.
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One large kiva has

The stone defensive wall that

once surrounded the entire pueblo has been rebuilt to a heigllt of

I

I
I
I

three or four feet.

A small, one-r00111 museum briefly interprets

the history of Pecos.

The State Monument is under the care of a

resident superintendent.
The significance of Pecos rests on both aboriginal and historical grounds.
VIII.

Its aboriginal value will be detailed in Theme

It ia of exceptional historical importance because of its

close association with many early Spanish explorers of the Southwest,
because its missionary activity span~ed nearly the entire period of
Spanish settlement, because of its major role in the Rebellion and
r.econquest, because it vividly exemplifies in its hostility to the
Spanish sud its extermination [Wepidemic the imp~ct of Spanish rule
on the native population, and because, finally, it exhibits fine
surviving rezus.ins to illuetre.t.e Elll of these values.
(Criteria l and
Peferences:

•I
I

-

3; a;r.::;::ooved by Advisory Board.l

Alfred V. K1.dder, "The Story of the Pueblo of
w. Hodge, Handbook of American
Ir,disne Ncrth of Mexico (Washington 1 1910) , I; C. -w.-Ha:Ckett 1 -H::t.ster:\:Caf i)Oc'ii;e.ilfs F~l:ating to New Mexico, Nue,ra VizcGya, e!ld Approaches Th<:reto, to 1'?13"l"Washingtcn, 193'(}, rffi·F. W. Hodge,
G. P. Hammond, and AgE.p:l.to Rey ( eds.), Fray Alonso de Benavides •
Revised Me::~c.ril'IJ. cf 1634 {Albuquerque, 00); GeorgeKiib!'er, The
Religious A:rCiiiteetu..:;;;-cr ~ Mexic::l (Colorado Springs, 1940):PecosTET'":t~cio, Vol. 58 (1951); F.
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PECOS, New Mexico. Coronado and later Spanish explorers visited this great Indian city on the
edge of the buffalo plains. Part of the pueblo ruin lies exposed in the foreground. In the
background are the adobe ruins of the mission of Nuestra Senora de los Angeles de Porc!uncula.
National Park Service photograph
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NUESTRA SENORA DE LOS ANGELES DE PORCitJNCULA. MISSION, Pecos, Nex Mexico. Spanish priests began
their labors here as early as 1620, but were unable to prevent the Indians from joining in the
Pueblo revolt of l68o.
National Park Service photograph

•

I
I
I

Taos, New Mexico.
Lake Acoma., the great. terraced pueblo of Ts.os exemplifies
native

resis~ce

to Spanish rule during the seventeenth centur.1.

Its aboriginal values will be treated in Theme VIII, but its exceptional historical values qualify it for consideration as a
This l':!.gue. pueblo was well-known to

significant historic site..

the early Spanish explorers, who gave it a variety of names but
left no doubt that it was Taos they deacribed.
PJLve.re.do, one of

Corone.d~'s

officers,

E:ernando de

visited it in 1540;

F'rancisco de Barrionuevo, another member of the Coronado expedition 1
t-he follow:!.ng year; a.od Don Juan de O~ate in 1598.

Franciscan friars built the mission of San G"!ronimo de Taos,
one of the earliest in New Mexico, next to the pueblo early in
the seventeenth century,

The reception accorded them waa something

less tlwn cordial, and several friars won martrydom at this mission
during its long exi&tence.

I

t
I

-

It was destroyed t;.'ice and rebuilt

before 1S8o.
Pope, the medir::'l.ne-me.n who plotted and directed the Pue:'olo Rebellion
of l68o, made his hee.dq-~Ua"ters at Taos, which beceme one of the
first adherents to his doctrine.

The warriors of Taos revolted on

August 10, l68o. They egain razed the church and murdered the
priests, then descended the Rio Grande and, joined by Indians from
other puebloe, attacked santa Fe,

Pope and the Taos Indiana held
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positions of leadership 1n Santa Fe during the decade that tbe

I

Spanish were absent fran New Mexico. They were emong the last to

I
I

•

submit when Doll Diego de Var~.s returned to re-assert Spanish
authority.

When he reached Taos 1n July, 1693, the occupants fled

to the mountains and refused to return to their banes. 'l'he
S:pe.nish sacked the to·.m and departed.

By the end of 1694, the

Indians were once more in the pueblo, and had accepted Spanish
priests.

TWo years later, in JUne, 1596, the Taos people again

revolted, and, With Indiana from other pueblos, killed five missionaries and 21 other Spaniards. Agr;.in de Vargas returned and,
after a

mo~th-long

siege of the Indians in a fortified canyon,

forced them to surrender and go to their homes.
Da Vargas found the ruined mission in use by the Indians as
a stable, and o1~ered the re~~ina to~ down and a new edifice built.
His orders were not cc.rried out until 1706, when the friars returned
once more to Taos.
w'hen the Pueblo Indiana in 1847 revolted against their new

I

I
I

American rulers and murdered Governor Charles Bent at Taos, an
American arrey under Colonel Sterling Price

we~

sent to punish them.

Seven hundred Indians barricaded the~&elves at San Geronimo church
and were bes~.eged by the soldiers, who bomtat"ded it witll artillery

and killed 150 Indians.
Reduced to ruina by the artillery, the church was never rebuilt.

The eroding adobe walls stand today just
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~~at

of the Taos

•

•

'I
I
I

pueblo. Aside frarJ a rooness bell tower, low walls are all that
remain.

They enclose an Indian cemetery.

No work has been done

to preserve the mission, and disintegration vill certainly

~ontinue.

The adobe pueblo of Taos, however, is still an inhabited village.
Although drastically reduced in population, mainly because of vsrs
vith the plains Indians during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it is still probably the best-known and most picturesque
pueblo in the Southwest.
The exceptional historical importance of Taos rests primarily
on the key role its people played in o:::'ge.nizing the Rebellion of

1680 ar.d resisting the Reconquest of 1692-1696, which were probably
the most outstanaing and
Southwest.

dr~tic

events of Spanish history in the

Added significance stems from the visits of early

Spanish explorers, and from the long record of sacrifice and failure
tlwt a':.tended Sptl.!lish efforts to missionize the pueblo.
features have encroached on Taos.

Few modern

The pueblo, ita inhabitants,

and the crumbling ruins of the adjacent mission, faithfully preserve

I

'I.

the historical setting and enhtmce ita illtllltre.tive value.
(Criteria 1 s.nc1 4; a;:>:proved by Advisory Board.)
References: Frederick w. Hodge, Handbook of American Icdians
North of i!e'i:T:io (W<.ahington, 1912), I!; c!lW;-'Es w.B:ackett, "The
ReVOltof the Pueblo Indians of New l1exico b 168o," Texss State
Historical Association, Qu~.rterly, :N (1911); J, Manuel Espinosa,
Cruaade::-s of ·i;he Rio Gr~de.: The Story of t·on Diego de Vargaa and
the ReMnquestandEefo\iiiding of Nev.:Te~ico (Chicago ,1942); George
K..:blel.", Tn"! Bel?.&icu~> Jl.rchitectiireor"li.s~· lAP. xi co (Colorado Si?rings,
1940). ---- 99 -
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TAOS, New Mexico. pueblo leaders here plotted the revolt that forced the Spanish to abandon
New Mexico in 168o.
New Mexico State Tourist Bureau photograph
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SAI: GERONIMO DE TAOS MISSION, Taos, New Mexico. Last of several missions of this name to occupy
the site, this church was built in 1706 and destroyed by American artillery during the battle
for Taos in 1847.
New Mexico State Tourist Bureau photograph

•
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Gran Quivira. National Monument, New Mexico •
The ruins of the Spanish mission of san Buenaventura de las
Hmnanas, and the ruins of t:he adjacent village of Jl)ll!Janas, or Gran
Quivira as it was later called, is a unit of the Natione.l Park
System commemorating seventeenth century

~~ish

missionary acti-

vities among the S<Uinas pueblos of central New Mexico.

A small

church was built on this site by Frey Francisco Letrado in 1627,
and

re~laced

by the

l~ger

mission of San Buenaventura, built

under the supervision of Frecy- Francisco de Santander, in 1659. The
missionary venture noong the Humanaa \.-as abe..ndoned sometime between
1670 and 1678 because of Apache raids, drought, and crop failure.
The area today rreserves and
mounds of the pueblo of

HumP~as

in+~rprets

and the ruins of the two missions.

The massive sandstone walls of the

which included a

~ission,

chur·ch and a convento, crC".m a hilltop and
ing country.

18 ruined house

do:nin~te

the surround-

This ruin is one of the largest of its kind in New

Mexico.

I

I
I

•

El Morro

NationelY~nt .•

New Mexico.

El Morro--the great "Inscription Roch" of western New Mexico-is another unit of the N.::.tional Pa::-k
values relating to the

S~ish

s~·stem

possessing historicaJ.

colonial period.

- l'JO -

Carved on this

...__

•
I
I
I

massive sandstone mesa-point are inscriptions and names of Spanish
soldiers and missionaries. Don Juan de Onate, the founder of New
Mexico, left an inscription on the rock in l6o4, and in 1692 Don
Diego de Verges carved a record of his reconquest of New Mexico.
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Spaniards
bound east or west on exploring, trading, missionary, or punitive
expeditions carved their nBIIles on El Morro.

In the Al:lerican period

soldiers, traders, trappers, and emigrants likewise left a record
of their pessage on the rock.

Tub'l.C, AriZO:!!!::.
The most northerly Spanish milita>-y outpost of Pimeria Alta
between 1752 and 1776, the

p~esidio

histoi·ical importance as the

b~~ose

of Tubac possesses exceptional

from which Anze. opened an over-

land route from Mexico to CalH'ornia and founded the colony that
grew into the city of San Francisco.

I

Tte presidio was established

in 1752, on the site of a Pim& Indian village, to protect the
Franciscan fathers who had been driven from Pimeria Alta during

I
I

Tubac, and built the church of Santa Gertrudis de Tubac,

•

the presidial commander, Ce.ptein Juan Bautista de Anze., led 34 men

the Pima Rebellion the

pr~ceding

year.

Spanish settlers, attracted

by mining and agricultural possibilities, founded the pueblo of
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TUBAC, Arizona. Adobe ruins of 19th century buildings rest on partially exposed foundations
of Juan Bautista de Anza's presidio.
National Park Service photograph

•

on the first overland expedition to california, thus blazing the
trail by which the new California settlements were to be supplied.

I
I

Fre.ncisco.

I

outpost established at Tucson.

In 1775 he organized a caravan of 250 settlers at Tubac and led
them to Se.n Fre.ncisco

~,

'Where he founded the colony of Sen

In 1776 the presidio of Tubac was abe.ndoned and a new

During the 1850's and 186o•s, after southern Arizona had been
Bmle.."ted by the United States as a result of the Gadsden Purcb&se,

Tubac and Tucson were the only toV>..lS in the region.
of TUbac during the territorial era were erratic.

The fortunes
In 1849 hostile

Apaches sacked and burned tbe town, but in 1854 it revived 'When
C~les

Sonora

D. Poston
~loring

~oved

in and set up tbe headquarters of bis

and Mining Company.

Tee Weekly

~zonien,

newspaper in Arizona, opened its o.ffices in Tubac in 1859.

first
When

federal troops Withdrew from Arizona at the outbreak of the Civil
War, the tOWll, because of the Apache menace, again declined eod
by 1864 had been entirely abandoned.

I
I
I

After the war, residents

began to filter back, but the Apaches prevented Tubac from regaining its pre-war statQve.
Tubac today is elt'Perienc:!.ng a

tre.t~.sition.

Until recently a

typical small Mzxican village of adobe huts, it has become the
seat of e.n

a~tiat

colony that bas attempted to restore the pic-

Ill

turesque qualities of the :past.

The State has acquired property
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•

in the town plaZa, where the Spanish presidio once stood.

Adobe

ruins of nineteenth century buildings rest on exposed foundations
that almost certainly supparted the eighteenth century presidio.
This site is to become the first Arizona Ste.te Pe.rk. The State
plans to excavate the presidio site and, if possible, restore the

I

presidio.

The probable foundations of Santa

Gertr~is

Church,

likewise, remain to be excavated.
(Criteria 1, 2, e.nd 3; no record <£ Advisol".f Board action.)
P.eferences: Herbert E. Bolton (ed.), Anza's California Expedit.ions ( 5 v., Be::-keley, 1$'30); Elliott Coues led. ) , Or• the Trail of
-----,-& Spanjsh Pioneer:
The Dj.e.ry a:;d ItinererJ of Francisco
Ga:.•ces
12 v., New Yor:., 1900); H.T. Bancroft,-iilstOry of Arizona and New
Mef~ (S!>!! Fre.ncj.eco, 1889).
-
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So.n xavier

d~ac

giseion, AriZO:lS..

The mission of Ssn

xavi~r

del :sac, one of the finest surviv-

ing examples of Spanish missio,l architecture, comrr.emorates the
missionsry activities in Pimeria Alta of the Jesuit Peere Eusebio

I

I
I

..

Fr::k"lcisco Kino.

San Xavier, founded by Kino in 1700, was the

northernmost of the chain of 24 missions in Pimerie. Alta.
died in 1711, but his
lion of 1751, when the

suc~essors

mj ssion

until 1767.

carried on until the Pima Rebel-

was abandoned.

founding of Tubac Presidio, the

Kino

fnt~rs

Following the

returned snd were active

In that year the Jesuits were expelled from all

Spanish colonies and their places taken by Franciscans.
- 103 -

No sooner

•
I
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I

bad the Franciscans established themselves, however, than the
Apache Indians attacked and destroyed san Xavier.

The fathers

promptlY began building the present mission establishment.

It was

consecrated in 1797. When the mission lands were secularized during the Mexican regime, Sao Xavier was again abandoned, but
reoccupied in 1859, &fter the lands south of the Gila River bed
passed to the United States under the Gadsden Purchase.
The mission bed fallen into disrepair when, early in the
twentieth century, the Catholic Clmrch bege.n restoration.

The

old plans were generallY followed, although some changes, mainlY
in the atrium and dormitories, were made.

Of Spanish Renaissance

architecture, the buildings are cocstructed of burned adobe brick
and lime plaster.
visitor

attr~ction,

Still an active parish church as well as a
it is

attende~

mainly by Papaco Indian

pe.r:l.shoners.
San Xavier is of exceptional importance principally because
of its surpassing architectural and artistic qualities, combined

I

I
I
•

with its excellent state of

~reservation.

Its only rival for the

rank of the finest surviving example of Spanish mission architecture
in the Southwest is San Jos~ Mission at San Antonio, Texas.

San

Xavier derives added significance from its historic role as the

,

spearhead of the eighteenth century mission frontier in Pimeria
Alta, and from its close association With one of Spain's :foremost
pioneer padres, Father Kino.
- 104 -
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SAN XAVIER DEL BAC MISSION, Tucson, Arizona. Northernmost of Father Kino's chain of missions
in Pimer1a Alta, San Xavier is one of the finest surviving examples of Spanish mission
architecture.
National Park Service photograph
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(Criteria l, 2, and
References:

4; approved by Advisory Board.)

Herbert E. Bol-ton, Rim of Christendan:

A Bio-

grap~ of Eusebio Francisco Kino, Pacifrc~Coast Pioneer (New York1

1936/J Herbert E. Bolton {edT,Kino 1s HistOrical Memoir of Pimeria
Alta (Cleveland, 1919); Clev~ Hallenbeck, SpcDish Missions-or tbe
Old South•est (New York, 1926); H. H. :BaDcroft, History of Ar:!.'Uiil~
and New Mexico (San Francisco, 1889); Aubrey Neasham, spec"ial Renort
Oil theltdes:i:on of S~n Xavier 1 de Ba.c (Me. Report, Nationiit Park
service 1 January-l9f+i5).

Tumacacori National Monument, Arizona.
The mission frontier in southern Arizona is commemorated and
interpreted by the National Park Service at Tumacacori National
Monument. Like

s~.n

xavier del Ba.c, 1b is miesion was a link in the

chain of missions that ccvered Pimerla Alta. The stabilized and
:partially resto::-ed church, the mortuary and cemetery, and some
ruins of convento and Indian quarters are included in the area.
The nearby Indian village of San Cayetano de Tuoacacori was visited
several times between 1691 and 1698 by Father Kino, who laid the
foundations for subsequent missionary activities among the Sobaipuri

I

t

..

Indians of the vicinity.
the mission of Guebevi.

I~

1698 the village became a visita of

Following the Pima Rebellion of 1751, the

village moved to the present site of Tumacacori and was named San
Jose de

T~cacori.

The Jesuit

mis~ionaries

soon thereafter built

the first mission of TumacRcori, end the presidio of Tubac was
established three miles to the north.
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In 1767, the Jesuits were

•

expelled from ell Spanish colonies, and Franciscans replaced thei!l

at Tumacacori.

I

Because of Apache raids on Gueba·;i, they moved the

headquarters of the nission district to Tumacacori 1n 1773.

Con-

[

struction of the present caurch was not begun until 180o, and

I

the Mexican regime, Tumacacori was abandoned in the early 1840's •

completed about 1822.

Following secularization of the missions by
'

..

Tumacacori National Monument is located on

u.s.

Highway

89

eighteen

miles north of Nogales, Arizona.

Coronado Nation!':!_ Mem·~riBl, Arizona.
Coronaio Natio~ Memori~, another unit of the National Park
Sy~tem

in Arizona, also deals with early Spanish activities in the

southwest.

1

e~ 1<ldition,

It canm~orates Rnd inter,rets not only the Coronado
which passed through this vicinity, but a:so the exped-

itions of other Spanish explorers.

The Memorial is located in a

wild 1·eg:l.on on the Mexican border, about 30 miles west of Bisbee,

I

t
I

-

Arizona.

San Diego Presidio,

Calif£~~~

The San Diego Pre;sidio CODllriemorc.tes two g:reat events in the
history of the Pacific Goast--tl1e founding of the first colony
a::d the first ztission in Calif·.··rnia.
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Here in July, 1'{69! the land

and sea components of the Portol~·Serra expedition united.

•

"The
26
first band of Spanish pioneers on the soil of Alta California"

i

formally took possession of the new iand for Spain,

The same

,

month, Father Serra founded the mission of San Diego de Alcala on

[

the spot. The Presidio of San Diego also marks the site of the

I

first permanent European settlement on the Pacific Coast of the
United States. For half a century the tovn of San Diego was located Within its adobe walls.

It served as a base of operations

from which expeditions put out to explore new routes and found new
missions; it was the seat of military jurisdiction in southern
California; and under Mexican rule it was for a time the residence
of the governor.
Vestiges of the structures that once formed the Presidio still
remain in gre.ss-covered mounas in Presidio Park, San Diego, which
sugges~

the ground plan and outlines of walls and buildings.

Junipero Serra Cross, in the center of the Presidio, was built in
1913 from

I

t
I
•

~its

of brick and floor tile found on the spot.

bears this inscription:

It

"Here the First Citizen, Fray Junipero

Serra, Planted Civili~ation in California, Here he Raised the Cross,
Here Began the First ~ssion, Here Founded the First Town - San
Diego, JulY 16, 1759."•

26.

Bolton, Spanish Borderlands, 252.
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SAN DIEGO PRESIDIO, California. Grass covered mounds outline the walls and buildings
of the presidio that guarded the first colony and mission in California.
National Park Service photograph

I

(Criteria l, 2, and 3; no record of AdVisory Board action.)

I

~~: George w. J\mes, ~Diego Presidio~' California
Historical I.Bnamark Series (l93S); H. H. Bancroft, History of
CeJ.1.fornia (7 v., San Francisco, 1884-90); Fr. Zepbyrln Engelhardt,
San Diego Mission (Sen Francisco, 1920); William E. Smythe, History
of~ Die!i'o, 1)'12-1907 (San Diego, 190'7).

I

Royal Presidio Chapel, Monterey, California.
For three-quarters of a century, Monterey was the stronghold
of Hispano-Mexican civilization on the :Pacific Coast.

It was the

capital of CeJ.ifornia from 1776 until shortly before the Ainerican
occupation--the center of most of the important social, military,
and political activities.

The historiceJ. importance of the Royal

Presidio Chapel depends in part upon its

intimate relationship to

the political government of California, for in addition to routine
religious services, the Chapel was the scene of the many brilliant and colorful ceremonies that were part of the atfairs of
state.

I

t
I

-

The Royal Presidio Chapel, worshipping place of the royal

governors of California under Spanish rule, is the only remaining
presidio chapel in California, the sole remaining structure of
the original Monterey Presidio, and the only architectural remains
of eighteenth century Spanish origin within Monterey.

"If Mission

San Carlos Borromeo w.s the most important of the California
churches from the ecclesiastical standpoint," wrote Newcomb,

- lo8 -

...

"La Capilla Real !The I!o:ral Chapel?, now San Carlos Church,

I

-

Monterey, was just as truly the most important church in a poli-

I
I

tical sense."

27

The Presidio and Mission at Monterey were dedicated at impressive ceremonies on June 3, 1770, the culmination of long years of
preparation and a thot~and-mile trek by Portola and Serra from

I

Lower California in search of a site upon which Spain would occupy
Upper California.

A year later, Father Serra moved the mission to

the Carmel Valley, the church at l•lonterey continuing to serve the
members of the Presidio

an~

their

f&~ilies.

The present Royal Presidio Chapel, which replaced the original
miesion church, >!as begun in 1789 when Governor Pedro Fages laid
the foundation.

The stone and adobe structure was completed in

1795, and has been in constant use for more than a centurt and
a half.

After the seculariz~tion of the California missions in

1833, it became a parish church,

and

when Mission San Carlos

(Carmel} was abandoned many of the relics were removed to the Royal

I

!
I

-

P"i'esidio Chapel, where some still may be seen.

Although a wing,

the transept, and the altar are nineteenth century additions, the
basic structure is original.

H~>nver,

other less harmonious

alterations, such as the addition of Gothic stained glass windows,

27. ReJr.ford Newcomb, The Old M:'..esion Churches and Historic
Rouses !?!, C&J.ifornj.C~, (Phi:.e.delphia,1925J, 2,:)8,
-
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ROYAL PRESIDIO CHAPEL, Monterey, California. Modern reminder of California's Spanish heritage,
this structure is the state's only surviving presidio church.
National Park Service photograph

I

I
I
I

have also been made.

one

of California's best examples of Mexican

architecture, it is the bar.lLHwork of Mexican Indian laborers, whose
native renderings of religious motifs are notable examples of primitive art.

The Stations of the Cross are originals, a.s are the

statues of St. Jobn, the Sorrowf'ul Mother, the Spanish Madonna,
and the bas-relief of our La.dy of Guadalupe, carved in chalk rock
above the entrance, on one of the most ornate faces among California
mission churches.

An adjoining musetun houses the most precious Catholic relics
in California,

inclu~ing

the iron se!e used by Serra, a rudely

carved reliqUP.ry case of Indian make, 8:ld. Serra's own chasuble,
cape and
by the

d~~tics,

churc~

and his altar szrvice of beaten silver.

Close

are the buildings of the Saint Joseph convent and

school, a Franciecan community est~blished in 1898.
(CrUeria l and 4; Monterey has been apJ?roved c>y the Advisory
Board.)

I

I

-

Refer~~~e3:
H. H. Bancroft, History of California (7 v.,
San Francisco;-1884-90); Fr, Zephyrin Engelhexdt, lfis'Zions and
MissioiJ.c.ries of CP..Ufornia (4 v., 1908-15); Rexford Newcomb-;The OJ.¢. !lt&S"ion Churci.le!> and Eistoric Houser, of California
(Phiiadel)?Sia, 1"925""); C,oi:ge Ta:is:-Roy6J. Presi<lio--Ghapel of fan
Carlos :Borrot1eo, CaJ.iforn:ta La.!ldmark Series (l93o); Olaf T. Eagen,
HistoriCSfti;"Ssurvey R~po..-t, Moz:tcrey, California (Ms. Re!Jort,
National ParkService, l9li0}.
-

Camel Mission, MNlterey, California.
Mission Carmel (Mission San Carlos Bvrromeo) was the most
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important of the California missions from

I

llOint.

I
I

•

or the

aD"

ecclesiastical stend-

Its :lmportSllce rests not upon the .nUillber of Indian converts
~auty

of the mission architecture, but upon the fact that

Mission Carmel was headquarters of the two great FrBllciscans,
Fathers Serra and Lasuen, under whose guidance and inspiration the
California mission system was established. Eighteen of the 2l
missiona were established by Serra and tasuen, who carried out
their work from Mission Carmel.

Here were housed the wission

records and a library of 2,500 volumes.
mission~ies

From Mexico came the

and supplies with which new missions were founded and

the old strengther..ed.
Serra and Lesuen.

And in V.ission Ca..""!llel are the graves of

Serra's statue is one of the

~wo

representing

California in the capitol building at We.shington.
In 1771, the yes:r follo·;;ing ellte,blishment of tl:e mission and
presidio at Monterey, Father Serra moved the mission to nearby
Carmel Valley,

a~rs.y

from the corrupting influence of the soldiers.

Here, in humble, primitive

I

~uarters,

Serra and his devoted compan-

ion Father Crespi spent the remainder of their lives in the

r

furtherance of the California missions.

I
-

travelled regulro-ly on official visitatione from Carmel to hie

lished by Serra during his

p~esidency,

missions to encoura;;e and to counsel,

Nine missions were estabduring which time he

Ascetic, hUillble, and meek,

yet a vigoro•ls t'ighter in defense of the religious against the

- lll -

•
I
I
I

political order, he rightfUlly earned the title of spiritual father
of California.
In 1784 Lasuen became paDre presidente at Carmel, succeeding

Father Serra, who had died the previous year.
t1~sbed

His career was dis·

by his abilities as an sdm1nistrator, by his tactful

halldling of the governors end the mllite.ry, and by hie excellence
as a builder of sound architectural structures for the missions.
In 1793 he laid the foundation of the present

V~ssion

Carmel chcrch,

using aandstone from the slopes of Carmel Ve.lley, and manufacturing
lime from abalone shells.

The finished church was dedicated in

1797.
But the general decline of the missions hed already begun.
tasuen died in 18o3 and his successor moved the Franciscan headquarters to

Sa~ta

Barbara.

After the order of

Sco~~ization

in

1833, the padres were ouated, the neophytes scat-cered, the hems
confiscated, and the buildings left to fall into ruin.

When

offered for sale by Governor Fico in 1846, the buildin3s had

I

I
I

-

crumbled almost beyond repair, and no bids were received.

In 1852

the church roof collapsed and the tiles were carried away.
In 1884 the church was rededicated and with aid from interested
citizens restoration of the church begun.

Restoration proceeded

gradually over the years, sometimes w1 th more zeal tha:1 accuracy.
Since 1936 the work on the buildings has continued, based on more
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CAR}ffiL MISSION, California. Completed in 1797, Carmel served as headquarters of the
California mission system under Fathers Serra and Lasuen.
National Park Service photograph

SlllJ

•

I
I
I

careful research and the use of ns.tive materials.

The oZ'llSte

f'acade, with its slightly irregular and star-shaped window of
Moorish design, is original and one of the most distinctive of
the California missions.

In the baptistry beneath one of the

belfries is the ancient stone font where the Indians were baptized.
Before the altar are the graves of Serra, Crespi, and Lasuen.
Throughout the church are many original paintings and statues.
(Criteria 1 and 2; Monterey has been approved by the Advisory
Board.)
References: H. H. Bancroft, History of California (7 v,,
San Franci~co, 1884-9C); John A. Berger, The Franciscan Missions
of California (New York, 1941); Fr. Zephyrin Engelhardt, Mission
3an Carlos Borrameo, ed. by Fr. Felix Pudlowski (Santa Barbara,
15:34};Mo.·s.Trancf"o Norris Smith, The Architectural History of
Miss:! on E'en Carl£!.: Borromeo (Berkeley, 1921.)
-

Of the 21 missions of California, Santa Barbara is outstanding for its

I

I
I

.

un~sual

and continued vigor, and many believed it to

be the most notable of the Spanish mission churches of California.
It is perhaps the best preserved and today it presents, with only
minor changes, the seme

~ppearance

as in the days of the padres.

Architecturally, Santa Barbara is one of the finest of the mission
churches

a~d

its

architectu~al

features have had considerable

influence on California const:-uction generally.
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It is the only

California mission in which the sanctuary light has never been

I

ex-

tinguished, the only one to remain in Franciscan control after the

I
I

secularization of the missions.

With its strikingly beautiful facade

and its spectacular location in the foothills of the mountains overlooking the Channel Islands, combined with its long and colorful

I

history, Santa Barbe.ra has come to be known as the "Queen of the
Missions."
In 1815 vork was begun on the fourth church to occupy the Santa
Barbara site; it was completed and dedicated in 1820.
had available a Span!sh

t~anslation

of the

~~cient

The padres

Roman architec-

t•lral compiler Vitrurius, which contained plates of the orders of
architectur-=.

The famous classic facade of Miesion Santa Barbara

js a close copy of one of these plates (the book is still in the
mission library).

The ponde:ous wFJ.ls of

sandsto~e -~locks,

delicate

molding, and intricate carving were all the product of Canaline
Indian labor.
Mission Santa Barbara alone survived the secularization of

I

I
I

-

the California missions decreed by the new Mexican Republic in
1833.

During the transitional period, it became the Franciscan

capital of California, home of the last father-president, and in
1842 Califo::'Ilia' s first bishop arrived at Santa Barbara to establish his see at the Ddssicn, and to administer the affairs of his
diocese, which included all of Alta and Baja California.
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Soon

I

I
I
I

atter the Gold Rush, a missionary college was established at Santa
Barbara to train English-speaking priests.

Thus, wile most of

the other California missions were deserted and fell into ruins,
Santa Barbara continued to be occupied by the Franciscans.

As

the parish church, the see of the bishop and an apostolic college,
the substantial mission buildings and the church were kept in repair.
During early mass on June 29, 1925, Mission Sante. Barbara was
struck by an earthquake.

The following year restoration began,

using the old materials as far as possible.

The present church is

therefore little changed from its original construction, except
that steel rods and r,lates anchored to the buttresses hold the
walls together and heavy I-beams support the floors.

The priceless

treasures of the mission in its library and museum are almost without number.

There is the oriGinal altar, ad:ibe bricks indented

with the footprints of bears and mountain lions, the beautiful
Stations of the Cross brought from Mexico in 1797, and ori;inal
paintings creased in their journey from Spain by pack trip across

I

I
I

-

Mexico.
(Criteria 1 and 4; no record of Advisory Board action.)
References: H. H. Ban~roft., !Iistory of California (7 v., San
Francisco, 1884-90); John A. Berger;-T!le-Fra:.1cr;;c;:;nP\1.ssions of
California (Nc~w York, 1941); Fr. Zephrtn EngelharO.':i,-~irssTonsand
Mis:>:i.or.a:ties £!. Ce.J.iforniu ( 4 v. , 1908-15).
-
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SANTA BARBARA MISSION, California. Begun in 1815, this is perhaps the most outstanding
mission architecturally in California.
National park service photograph

Cabrillo National Monument, San Diego, California •

.I

I
I

Cabrillo National Monument, administered by the National Park
Service, commemorates the discovery of the coast of California

b~

Juan Rodr!guet Cabrillo, a Portugeee navigator in the service of
Spain, on Se:;>tember 28, 1542. His landfall at Point Lana, on

I

which the National Monument is located, and his entrance and landing

in San Diego Bay, mark the firet contact of Europeans with

this part of the New World.

I

I
I
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Lost Sites
Three important Spanish sites cannot be precisely and unquestionabl.y identified.

I

•

as "lost sites."

Therefore, they must at present be considered

In other respects they meet tbe criteria of

exceptional value.

If documentary and archeological investigations

in the future permit exact identification, these sites will then
be eligible for classification as exceptionally valuable.
Lending Place of Columbus, Puerto Rico.
On November 19, 1493, during hia second voyage to the New
World, Cbriatopher Columbus discovered Puerto Rico.

He landed on

the west coast of the island and clo.imed it for Spain.

This was

t.'le nrst spot within present United States territory on which
Columbus set foot.
been determin~d.

\i'here along the west coe.st he landed has not
one claimant is the town of Aguadilla, where a

small ccmm~orative park has been established.

I

r

Another is the

neurby town of Aguada, which has erected a marker.
is Cabo Rojo.

Still a third

This must be classified as a "lost site" at present;

and, in view of the paucity and vaer.1eness of cont..mporary accounts, it
seems unlikely that it will be possible to make a final determiDation.
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San Francisco de los Tejas Mission, Texas.
The first mission in East Texas, San Francisco de los Tejas
was an expression of Spa:tll'a policy of defensive expansion, and
rerresented her

dete~nation

to hold Texas as a borderland against

French encroachment from Louisiana.

La Salle's attempt to colonize

the Texas Coast, although ending in disaster, frightened Spain
into occupying East Texas.

The mission of San Francisco de los

Tejas was founded in May, 1690, by Franciscan fathers accompanying the expedition of Governor Alonso de te6n.

They built a log

chapel in the midst of the Tejas village of Nabedache.

When the

French threat receded and the Indians grew hostile, the friars
in

1~93

burned the

dacger from
1?1~,

Fre~ch

mi~sion

and left Texas.

Following renewed

ambitions, the mission was re-established in

although at a new location, eight miles from the old, and

under a new neme.
Texaa historians have been active for e..Unost 50 years in try-

I

ing to locate the site of Nabedacbe and San Francisco de los Tejas
Mission.

Documentary research and field reconnaissance by Bolton

I
I

Creek about six or eight miles west of the

•

north~-est

and Albert Wo1dert located the approx:Uns.te site,

evidence suFtained their conclusions.

of the town of Weches.

Archeologics.l

The village stood on San Pedro
Ne~heF

River, immediately

The State has e:-ected a one-room
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1og

I

chape~

as a

marker nearby.

rep~ica

It ill

of the mission, and

p~eassntly

I
I

almost certainly stand ~~thin

I

tion of the mission, but, until

north of Texas Riglrn.y 21.

a commemorative

set in a pine grove one-he.U'

mi~e

PrOI!Iinent directional and interpretive

signs have been placed on the highway.

classified as e. "lo.;;t site."

p~aced

Tbe replica and marker

500 to 8oO yards of the precise locaexact~

identified, it must be

28

San Ju&:n (San Gabriel), New M~~.£.:.
Tbe first European settlement weat of' the Mississippi and
the nrst capital of the Spanish province of New Mexico, San
Juan, or San Gabriel, was founded by Don Juan ce On~te in
The er.act location end name of this colony have veen
historians and

a~cheologists ~or

I

I
I

-

de~ated

by

many years, but the folloWing

inte1-pretation seems to be the most logical.
tion in July,

1598.

When OLate expedi-

1598, reached the Tewa pueblo of Yugeuingce, in

28. For the research th~e.t led to identification of the
approximate site of Nabedache and San Francisco de ~os Tejas, see:
Herbert E. Bolton, "The ~fativ<o Tribes About the East Texas Missions,"
Texas State Historical AEuociation, Quarterly, XI (1907·1908);
Bo~ton, "Iiabedache," in Hodge, Han1:bookof J:ndia."ls North of Mexico,
II, 1-4; Bolton, Spa.r,ish EJtr>loratioilandsettiemei:t~i+-17, 37o,
38o; Albe1•t Wo~de1·t, ·''i'heLOc'iiticnof the 'l'eja.sTn<iian Village
(San Pedro) and tbe Spru:~ish !fdssions in Houston County, Texas,"
;;;S,::.ou"'t"-'h:;;;:w;..;e~~ !!!!t_o_r_ic_.e._l gt~~:!.y, XXXVIII (1934-35), 203-212;
Co:dos E. Castan.,de., The .tl.issior. Era: The Finding of Texas, 15191693, Vol. I of' O".J.r ce:thoiiCiferi'tage iil~exas, 1519"=l~Au'Ei'tin;
19}15), 353.
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the northwest engl~ formed by the confluence of the Chama River

I

and the Rio Grande, the Indians tlll'lled their dwellings over to tlle

I
I

•

Spaniards and moved across the Rio Grande to the east bank.

Here

they settled in another pueblo, Which the Spanish, to honor the
generosity of the Indians, n!lllled San Juan de los Caballeros.

The

new capital, establi~;hed at Yugeuingge, the Spanish called San
Juan.

:By Septembe!', they had completed the chapel of San Francisco

de los E~rBna1es, later celled San Gabriel.

There is some evi-

dence to indicate that, in 1601, the settlement ~s moved south
of the Chama to a new site tr.at has never been located.

It is

definitely know'U, however, that in lSOl the name was changed to
San Gabriel, which designated the capital until the founding of
Santa Fe in 1609.

Confusion of terminolo;;y has derived fr01ll the

fact that the n~e San Juan identified both the first ~spital
(Yugeuincge) and the l!!d~.!\!l pueblo east of the Rio Grande, snd that
the name San Gabriel identified not only the chapel at San Juan

29
.
(Yugeuingge ) but also, after lbOl, the capital itself.

I

r
I

The probable site of San Juan (Yugeuingge) lies north of the
Ch~, about three miles north of the town of :speZola and adjacent

29. Although this hyrothesis appears to be the most reasonable
explanation, the evidence leaves much room for otl::.er interJ?rete.tions.
For a ~isti!IS or coo:t'licting e.ccounts, see p. 29, note lo. See
also Erik K. Reed, Report ~~ S~ Gabriel (M!', R~po;:1'., National
Park Servic"', september l93c.).
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to tbe abandoned railroad siding of Chemi ta.

I

In 1944 the Mueeum

of ~ewMexico excavated the ruins of this site.

Cultivation and

I
I

Caballeros (the pueblo on the east bank of the Rio Grande to which

I

the Indians of Yugeuingge moved) was probably at or very nee.r the

adobe-:making have all but obscured it, el.though one mound of considerable size may still be seen.

The site of San Juan de los

modern Indian puetlo of sen Juan.

I

I
I
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LOS AJilGELES, Cr,lifornia, in 1853. Charles Koppel sketched the pueblo shortly after the
American occu~~tion. From Explorations and Surveys for the Pacific Railroad.
California Division of Beaches and Parks photograph

Other Sites Considered

I

I
I
I

Fort San Geronimo, San Juan, Puerto Rico.

one of the early

defensive works of San Juan Harbor, constructed in the seventeenth
century.
Sites in St. Augustine, Florida.

First European settlement

within the continental boundaries of the United States, St. AugJStine
was the principal colony of Spanish Florida.

Aside from Castillo

de San Marcos and Fort Matanzas National Monuments (seep. 62),
several buildings date from the Spanish period, and display, With
varying degrees of integrity, the features of Spanish domestic
archi t.;cture.

The more important are the "Oldest House," the

Uembias House, and the Spanish Treasurer's House.
tance are two historic sites:

Anasta3ia

I~land,

Also of impor-

where several of

the early settlements of St. Augustine were located and where
coquina used in the construction of Castille de San Harcos was
quarried; and the first settlement at st. Augustine, where, en

I

f

'-

one of two tracts of land north of the Castillo,

Men~ndez

founded

the original settlement in 1565.
Santa

El~na,

Parris

I~land,

South Carolina.

Site, not

definitely located en the 8,000-acre island, of the northernmost
extension of Spanish Florida in the last half of the sixteenth
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I

century.

Inventoried under Theme V, French EXploration and Settlement,

because of the probable location on the same island of the first
French settlement in present United States.
St. Louis Cathedral, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Second church to

occupy the site, this structure was built in 1794, during the Spanish

I

period, but extensive alterations have almost entirely obscured the
original appearance of the building.
San Saba, near .f.':enard, Texas.

The restored presic'.io of San Luis

de las Amarillas, near the site of San Saba Mission, illustrates
S~ain's

disastrous attempt in the

ei~hteenth

century to missionize

the Apaches.
Si~es

in Ssn Antonio,

Texa~.

Once the nest

~portant

settlement

of Span:i.sh Texas, San Antonio has several nota·o:ce structures that
have survived.

S<:m Jose' y San Miguel de Aguayo t-iission has already

been tr.:.ated (see p. 86 ). Also in good condition and still in use

I

I
I

.

as Catholic parish churches are the missions of San Juan Capiotrano,

30

~
'
San Francisco de la Espada, and Nuestra Senora.
de la Purisime.
Concep-

cion.

~

chapel of San Antonio de Valero Mission, better known as

the Alamo, is maintained by the Daughters of the Republic of Texas

30. Erik K. Reed, Special Report on San Juan Capistrano Mission
ssn Antonio, Te~ (Sante. Fe: Nationa1.Pa.i=k'Service,septeiiiber 1938).
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ST. LOUIS CATHEDRAL, New Orleans, Louisiana. Completed in 1794,
this church is one of the few buildings that represent the Spanish
period of New Orleans history. Extensive alterations obscure the
original appearance.
National park Service photograph

s>ll>

I

I
I

•

as the shrine of Texas independence, Also in the heart of the city

•

is the restored Governor •s .Palace, owned by the city, which the San
Antonio Conservation Society h&s furnished as a house museum,
Sites near Golie.d, Texas.

The Goliad srea was the Bahia del

•
Espiritu
Santo settlement in the eighteenth century. The mission
of Nuestra Senora del Espiritu Santo de Zuniga has been authentically restored by the National Park Service and is the central
feature of Goliad State Park.

Several miles to the east, on e.

hill overlooking the san Antonio River, are the chapel and crumbling
compound walls of the presidio of Nuestra Senora de Loreto de la
Bahia, now used as a Catholic parish church.

West of Goliad are

the ruins of the mission of Nuestra Senora del Rosario de los
Cujanes. Twenty-nine miles south of Golaid, at the town of Refugio,

31

is the site of the mission of Nuestra Senora del Refugio.
Puaray, New Mexico.

Once believed to be the site of

Coronado's winter quarters, 1540-1541,

I

I
I

merely one of many possibilities.

is now considered

The evicznce is so vague that it

.

will support no definite conclusLon.

31· Aubrey Neasham,

P~aray

32

~pecial ~crt ~!:he ~~ic

Sites

£!:

Goliad, ~!!. (Ma. Report, National Park Service, Ja."luaryl9Ii0).

32. Erik K. Reed, :Fre1imina.--y Spe~ Report £!! Tiguex
(Kuaua e..~d Pas.ray) {M.s. Rep;.-!;, National Perk S.!rvice, April 1938);
R<'=ed, §s;-2!.:::-~.!:!:::X ReJ?Or~ ~ Corontl.do ~ Mcmument (Ms. Rei'ort,
National Park Serv:'..ce, octo.ber 1940) , ?ue.re~' 1o1o.s once ~pproveC. hy
the Adv:!.sory Board.
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Sitee in Santa Fe, Ne·.r Mexico.

Capital of Spanish New Mexico

i'rom 1609 to 182l, and of Mexican New Mexico from 182l to 1846,
Sante. Fe is still e. distinctively Spanish city.

The Palace of the

Governors has already been evaluated as an exceptionally val.uable
site (seep. 89)•
are San

~iigue1

Other important relics of the Spanish period

Mission, built in the seventeenth century end still

used as a parish church, :33 Rosario Chapel, built by De Vat'gas and
rebuilt in 1816, and Guadalupe Church, dating from the early nineteenth century and also still serving as a parish church.
buildings used as resicences and
from the

Spani~h

bu~ineGs

Numerous

establishments also date

period.

San Gregjrio de Abo and La Purisima Conce~cion de Quarai
Mi:osions, near

~:ountaitmir~ew

Nexico.

These two missions, to-

gether With San Buenavent·xra de las Hlliilane.s (see Gran Quivira
National Monument, p.lCO), served the Salinas pueblos of central
Ne,; Mexico

I

I
I

-

durin~

the middle seventeenth century.

Imposin;; ruins

of both missions have been etabilized and are maintained aa State
Monlliilents by the Huseum of New Mexico.

34

33. Aubrey Neasheln, ~cial Repo:_! ~.':.f-!!:§ Sa.: Miguel
Chapel in esnta ~' ~ Mexico \Ms. Rep<-,rt, Uat:ional l?ark Service,
Juue 1939).
·
~1.;.,

Erik K. Reed, Spedal Report on Abo State Monument, New
Mexico (~1s. P,eport, Nation&.! ParkserYice, Dtcember 1940).
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SAN GREGARIO DE ABO MISSION, New Mexico. Above: model of the
mission in the Museum of New Mexico, santa Fe. Below: ruins
of the mission, now preserved as a state Monument.
National Park service photographs

•

I
I

Awatovi, Arizona.

Site of a large pueblo visited by CardeDB.S,

Tovar, Espejo, Onate, and De Vargas, and of the mission of San
Bernardino, 1629-168o.

The village was destroyed by other Indians

in 1700·1701 and never reoccupied.

Extensive ruins of both pueblo

and church he.Ye been excaYated. 35

I
Crose:l.ng of t-he Fathers, Utah.

Site in Glen Canyon of the

Colorado River where the Dominguez-Escalante Expedition on November 7,
1776, finally succeeded in crossing the river.

Steps chiseled in

the canyon wall by the Fe.chers will be inundated When Glen Canyon

Dam is

c~pleted.

Plaza.

o~.n

36
Juan Buatista, California.

Grouped around the

central square e.re several structures that constitute one of the
best preserved examples of Spanish-Mexican days.
was

built in 1825 by

Joe~

Castro, twice acting governor of the pro-

vince and commsnding general of Mexican forces in
the American conquest.

The Castro House

~~e

north during

The Plaza Hotel, whose first story was

I

I
I

-

35· Erik K. Reed, Special Report on Awatobi CMs· Report,
National Park Service, Avril 193or;-and:Reed, su,plementaT.Y Report
on Awatobi (Ms. Rerort, Natio:ml Park Service, 'lii.igust 1938). This
Site was-cnce approved by the Advisory Board.
36. See David E. Miller, The Dj.scovery of Glen Can:;'on of
tbe Colorado, contract study fer the Ne.tionall?e.r~ervice -Toniversityof Utah, 1957).
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reportedly built in 1792, we.s first a dwelling, later a popular

I

I
I

hostelry.

Mission San Juan Buatista (1803), also facing on the

square, is one of the best preserved of the California mission
churches.

Except for the mission, the buildings are preserved as

a State Historical Monument.

I
Petaluma Ro.JC.cho, Sonoma, Califo:rnia.

The largest adobe

structure in northern California, the Petal= Rancho, or "Cas a
Grande," was built in the 1830's by Qeneral Marian:> Vallejo,
mili~J

governor and an outstanding figure of the Spanish-Mexican-

American period of California history.

A sm::;.ll army of Indians

rr1ised crops, tend<'d the vast cattle herds, and engaged in the
weaving, milling, tanning and other crafts typical of the rancho
period.

Although one wing of the two-story casa was destroyed, it

is being restored as a State Historical Monument.
San Frs.ncisco P::·esidio, Californja.

Establishment of the

San Fr~.ucisco Presidio overlooking the finest harbor on the Pacific

I

I
I
•

Coast of North ~~erica constituted the high point of the Spanish
advance into Alta CsJ.ifornia.
city of

The Presidio, from which grew the

san Francisco, has had a con·tinuous existence as a military

post under the flags of Spain, Mexico, and the United Sta,es.

A

portion cf o:lly one building today remains, uuch altered, from tl:B
early Spanish

occup~tion.
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La Pur!sima Concepcion tA.ission, Lanpoc, California.

I

I
I
I

Of the

2l Spanish miss~one of Cal5.i'ornia, La Pur!sima Concepcion, an outstanding restoration, perhars best recreates today the total
picture of mission life and institutions in Spanish California.
In 1935 the State of California acquired ownership of the mission
property as a State Historical Monument; using CCC labor the
National Park Service carefully restored the major buildings, in.c1uding the church.

(Approved by Advisory Board.)

~ Angel~ueblo,

California.

The Los Angeles Pueblo is

the only remaining Spanish pueblo site with original buildings in
California,

It was fouuded in 1781 by Rhrera with families

recruited in

~!exico,

Ol'

and for the next hundred years the square,

plaza, remained the hub of COI!llllu;li ty life.

tures from the

S~ni~h-Mexican

A number of struc-

period survive, including the Avila

Adobe (c. 1820) 1 residence of the Alcalde, and the Plaza Church
(c. 1818). A four-block area, including colorful OVers Street and

I

I
I

th<:

?lM~.,

is now under development as a State Historical Monument,

with several million dollars appropriated for land acquisition and
restore.tion work.
'P~-1.~ c-:::~.:.!:a

Adobe' Santa Barbara I

~ifornia ·-

Built between

1818 and 1826 by Don Jose Antonio de la Guerra, ccmwandante of the
:P:cesidio of Santa Barbara, a man of considerable prominen::e P..nc
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influence.

I

His home was the center of military end political gath-

erings, and social events, oue of which is described in Dena's

I
I

Years Before~~·

!!!£

The de la Guerra adobe, with its additions,

is occupied by fashionable shops end studios end has become the
center of "Old Spain" in Sante. Barbara.

I

Los Cerritos RE'..llcho, Long Beach 1 Ce.liforn_!':.!. The rise of
such great ranchos as Loa Cerritos marked the romantic era of
pastoral California.

Bjilt in 1844 by the Yankee tre.der John

Temple 1 who acquired a MOJ;ican wife 1 Los Ce:rri toe is said to have
been the largest and most impressive private residence put up in
southern California during the SpaniEh-gexican period, and is
today the largest ext:J.nt adobe struct·.rre in soutl:ern California.

§te of t':le ]2;"0.':.~7 of_~.2.!..~?.nd:::o Bay, Cl_alifornia.
At this site on sweeney Ridge, near Millbrae, me~bers of the
Fortola expedition in 1769 oecawe the first white men to view San
Francisco :O!l.y.

I

Old Town, San Di;;'go, Calj.forni!l..

The first Spanish settle-

I
I

ment at Se.n Diego was gro·,.rped around a central plaza at the foot

•

including, among others, the Case. de Estudillo, a venerable adobe

of Pres:'.<!.:~ a F.:.:•.1..
a nUl:lbe;,- ~,f

Now known as "Old To~m," t-'lis section contains

;;·t:.• .,;.ctures

d;;.ting from before the .American conquest 1
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LOS CERRITOS RANCH, California. Althoueh built by an American during the Mexican period,
this ranch faithfully illustrates the cattle industry of Spanish California.
National Park Service photograph

•
I
I
I

built in 1826, ita l2 roans grouped aroucd three sides of a patio,
and the spaci~as and broad balconies of the Casa de Bandini,

built in the 1820's.
Los Ala.."'los Ra.t\cl:o, California.

A fine example, inside and

out, of the period when California was a remote province of Mexico
nnd life centered upon the great ranchos.
Q,~s

in Montel•ey, California.

The town of Honterey epitOIIlizes

the history of Calif'orni'l- during the Spnnish-Mexican .,eriod.

It

containS more sites ~d structures of historical importance than
eny other place on the Pacific Coast, eites that highlight the

political, economic, religious, socie~, and strategic importance
of the Sp&lish capital of Califo•nia.

Many buildings still stand-

ing represent the distinctive "Monterey" architecture, a blend of
Spenish and Cape Cod style3 that have been copied throughout the
United States. 'From.inent among examples is the Larkin House,
bu1lt i:J 1835 be Thomas Larkin, later first u.s. Consul in California

I

I
t

•

and a rrOIIlinent figure in California affairs.

Other structures of

note are the Old custom House, Casa Ameati, Casa del oro, the Old
Pe.cif1.c l!otel, Colton Hall, the French Consulate, and the "House
of Fo·.'.:: Hin·~·"'."

Nonterey is also the site of the ViUtiuo-Serra

~~d1ng Place, a memorial to Vizca!no's landing in 1602 and the
~rriv&l of Serra

ana

Portola in 1770.
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Priests assisted laborers in 1958 to reconstruct
California. they plan to reconstruct an Indian village.
To attract visitors,
National Park Service photograph

RESTORATION AT SAN MIGUEL MISSION,

wa'.ls of the old mission.

•

Sites Also Noted

...

[

Nuestre. Senora. de le. Concepcion del Socorro Mission, near
El Paso, Texas.

I

Corpus Christi de la Isleta Mission, near El Paso, Texas.

I

San Felipe de Neri Church, Albuquerque, New 14exico.

San Josfl de Giusewa Mission, Jemez, New Mexico.

Santa Cruz,

Ne~r

Mexico.

San Jose de Laguna l>'.ission, Laguna Fueblo, New Mexico.
Santa Rita Copper Mines, near Silver City, New Hexico.
San Francisco de AsRisi Miasion, Ranchos de Taos, New Mexico.
San Jose de Tucson Presidio, Tucson, Arizona.
Santa C:cuz de Quiburi Presidio, Arizona.
Los AlWl!i tos Rancho, Long Beach, California.
Sonoma Plaza, California.
Case. Carillo, Santa Be.rbara, California.
El Cuartel, Santa Barbara, California.
El l·!olino Viejo 1 Pasadena, California.

I

l
I

Pla.cerita Canyon, Los Angeles, California.
Angel Island, San Francisco Bay, California.
:nr~?.l;:e

's

B~.y 1

California..
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AppendiX

POSSIBLE SPECIAL STUDIES

This study and investigation of sites illustrating the history
of Spanish exploration and

settl~nt

reveala several aitea Where

special study, both documentary and archeological, might lead to
positive identification end clearer appreciation of significance.
Two of the lost sites previouslY discussed, San Francisco de los
Tejas Mission, Texas, and San Juan, New Mexico, might well, through
such investigation, be rescued from the category of lost sites.
In California, a promising area of study is San Diego, Where

the whole story of Spanish exploration and settlement of the
Pacific Coast might be told.

The considerable mound and foundation

remains of the presidio have never been excavated, and undoubtedly
would yield a mass of evidence on the earJ.y period.

At nearby

San Diego Old Town, there are a number of Spanish-Mexican adobe
etructu!'ea eminently worthy of preservation. Cabrillo National

I

t
I

..

Monument has already been established to commemorate the Spanish
discovery of California and San Diego Harbor.

The three areas

might ".1.erefore very well be interpreted Ullder a unified plan 1 and
represe~.-t

th; entire period of Spain in California, from discovery

to Am<>rican occupe.tion •
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Also worthy of further study is the presumptive site of the

I

"Ywzm. Crossing" of the Colorado River, e. ford of considerable his-

I
I

torical significance in the Sl>Bnish period as well as in later
years.

T~.e arduous trek over the des.ert from Sonora to Ce.li!'ornia

by padre, soldier, and colonist, including the two great expeditions

I

of Aoza, were by way of Yuma Crossing.
In New Mexico, documentary research is necessary before the
true significance of the Salinas missions and pueblos can be established.

These seventeenth centu~ missi~ns were Abo and Quare.i,

both now State Mont,nents, and san Buennventura, now Gran Quivire.
National Monument.

So vague &nd sketchy e.re the source materials

for these miesions that their history, hence their significance,
is understooC! only in the most general way.

Reses.:~ch in Spanish

~md Hexican a:o:chi·;e<> might reveal enou;:;h informe:"ion to eliminate

this vacuum in the Spanish history of New Mexico.

I

t
I
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The following information vas received after tbe foregoing

Note:

pages had been reproduced.

I

UNITED STATF.S
OF TBE INTERIOR
National Park Service
Region one
Richmond, Virginia
March 3, 19~9

DEPA!m!EN"~

(
I

Memorandum

To:

Regional Director, Region Three

From:

Regional Director I Region one

Subject:

National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings:
Theme rv I Spanish Exploration and Settlement

llY now 1 Historian Utley undoubtedly bas received notice of
the following action taken in regard to Tf,ene IV sites located Within
the bounds of Ragion One by the Special Committee:
1. !?.~Marcos ~ br~~che 1 Flor.ida, is to be removed from
the list of sites re~ommellded for classification and included in the
list of sites l~camme~ded for fUrther study,

2. Los Adaes, Louisiana, is to be retained on the list of
sites re<:'ammeil.:'tea: fer- classif5.cat! on, but further s'.;ud;; also is to be
recommeuded for it, in order to pinpoint tLe physical features of the
site.

I

I
I

..

3. Fort San Lorenzo, Panama Canal Zone, is to be removed
from the list of other sites noted, and is to be included in the list
of sites recommended for classification. The justification for Fort
San L0ren3·? is attached to this memorandum, as well as negatives and
prints r.•f too photographs.
Mr. Utley should also add to the description of Salt River
BaY {Cohmibus Land:l.ng Site), St. Croix, Virgin Islands, the inrorma:tion tll3.t the virgiil''rsla.nds Legislature at its 1958 session passed
e. bHl ::>:~oviding for the acquisition of two tracts totaling 50.05
e.c:;-<:3 s.t \os.lt Ri·rer Ba,y, to be developed and maintained by the Governmer.".; c·~ ",hs V:!.l:;;in Islands as a historical and public recreational e.ree..
/s/ Elbert Cox
Regional Director

•
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I
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Fort San Lorenzo, P1!1381118 Canal Zone,
The Isthmus of Panama is identified With the earliest history of
Spain in the New World.

Christopher Columbus, during his fourth

voyage in 1502, lay at anchor for several
river which probably was the Chagres.

d~s

o:f'f the mouth of a

Twenty-five years later the

stream was explored by Hernando de la Bema.
After the discovery of gold in Peru in the early 1530's, the
Isthmus became an important link in the transportation of precious
metals and other produce from that province and Chile to the Caribbean,
whence the Spanish treasure fleets sailed for home.

Two main routes

were developed across the Isthmus from Panama, on the Pacific coast,
to Portobelo on the Caribbean.
during the rainy season.

One, the Camino Real, was impassable

The other was a land-and-water route from

Panama to Cruces on the Chasres, thence down that river and along
the Caribbean coast to Portobelo.
point, a

wareh~use

At Cruces, the transhi:pment

was built for storage of the precious cargoes.

Pi.:7,;.tes, attracted by the rich booty, began hovering off the

••

I
I

..

mouth of the river within a few years, but not until 1571 did they
beccme sufficiently bold to threaten Cruces.

The Spanish Crown,

not sl·.,·; to react to the threat, nevertheless moved slowly in fortifyir.g t;'" vital stream.

Not until Sir Francis Drake's raid of 1596

was a tower begun at the mouth of the river and a log chain stretched
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across tbe stream. "'l'hese ·reeble ae:renses nevertheless turned the

I

raiders beck.

I
I

mouth of the river by Bautista Antonelli, an Italian military engi-

I

more familiarly known as Castillo de Chagres.

The next ·year, =stt uetion at Fort San Lorenzo was begun at the

neer.

Formally named Castillo de San Lorenzo el Real., the fort vas
It bad a garrison of

15 men and consisted of a water battery at the face of the headland,
With a tower rising against the cliff face.
:Rebuilt on the same p:tan in the early 1.620's, the fort was
destroyed after its capture by Henry Morgan's privateers in 1681.
Again reconstructed in the period 1672-77, the fort became a military
prison in the 1e.st years of the 17th century.

Improved aJ.ong more

modern lines in 1729, it was captured by Admiral. Vernon's force in
1740 and again destroyed.

After its reconstruction in 1750, it vas

never seriously attacked, though it did

p~

a part in the Central.

.American revoJ.ution.s of 1819-21. When Fort san Lorenzo was rebuilt
in 1750, another fortification was built a few miles upstream and

I

named Fort Gatun.
Nothing remains of tbe 1597

I
I

..

~ ~

Lorenzo, and liiOst of the

extant ruins are from the period of the last reconstruction.

Of

sandstone, limestone and brick, the ruins are extensive but in poor
condition. Portions Df the wall on the river side are in illlninent
danger of falling into the water, and a IWDiber of the building walls

1

•
i

•I
I

•

are probably beyOIId repair.

Sane

?4 iron cannon, ranging from

6-pounders to 24-pounders, are located 1n and around tbe fort.
~~has

been inundated by the canal, but on Gatun Hill,

overlooking the fort site, are some well-preserved stone trenches
which probably constituted a part of the outlying works.

They are

about four llliles upstream from Fort San Lorenzo •
Although the Chagres

~

baain above Ge.tun Rill he.& been

nooded to form Gatun Lake, an integral part of the canal 1 the lower
five llliles of the river retains its primeval appearance.
A large part of the 15-mile-long Cruces Trail still exists.
One especially desirable portion of it is located in the Madden
Forest Preserve on the Continental Divide, at an elevation of 500
feet.

There the 11tone paving, at intervals laid in the form of a

cross, is in good condition.

The Madden Forest Preserve is located

some 25 miles from Fort San Lorenzo.
All of these sites are located Within the Canal Zone, the occu·
pation of which has been granted in perpetuity to the United States

I

I
I

by the Government of panama.
References: Albert Me.nucy and Joseph A. Gagliano, "Spanish
Colonial Sites in the panama Canal Zone" (Ms. National Park Service
September 1958); John Esquemelin, The ~~cce.neers of America • • • •
(London, 1893); Diego Iniguez Angulo, Bautista Antonelli, Las
fortificaciones Americanas del siglo XVI (Madrid, 1942); Clarence
R. Haring, The Buccaneers in the West-rDdies in the XVII Century
-----.
(NewYork, 19l0.
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